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" .components. The third group? consisting of the ~entally 
..., 
··retarc1ed children,, performed ·between these two extremes . 
• (None of the children in ·any of the groups responded to 
the ~emporal component~) 
' _, 
~vaas and Schreibman ~197ll in a par-tial replication 
of the Lova_as et al. (!.97;) . study demopstrated that autistic 
J . ~childre~ r~sponded primarily tb~only one co~nent of the 
stinuilus complmc (compos~ of· an apiitory _and a visual com-
pqnentl _when these components _We-r_e preSE!nted individually., 
-Normal c-hildren were foun~ ·.to·_ ~espont' to both .of the individual, 
ccimponents: . 
,.., . . 
-· 
., :in 'both ·the -Lovaas e~- al., (J.971) .and LOvaas and 
~c~reibma~ (1911) stu·d-ies, n~ e~i-d~en~~ w~s. ·vttrh"d ~or -- a m9dality·, 
·. ·- .. ., . / .- . 
or c;:ue preference which ~ght ~ceouilt for-/the poor.er perform-
• 
. ,. . 
ance of the au tis tie (and -l!'eiJ. tally retarded) .children. In 
Milit~on;·folt\,wing the t..".f.ng p;oledw;, U.vaas et. al. (1911), 
and Lovaas and· Schreibman (1971) found tha.t it. was possibl e 
l 't;he possibility 9~ sensory limitations m:;· - ~efec~s _creatii;lg 
. -.. ""' : . 
:the effec;ts. ~ _: .-
In,.,addi.-tion to these findi-ngs of overselect~vity with 
. ' .. betw"e~n;:mod.~li ty Cpnip_onentS 1 ·OVer ~eleC_ti v_i ty ha>s ~lSO . been 
,_, . - . . . 
found ~ith;:n mooiq.i~~es. 'Koegel. and. Wi lhelm (1973) presented 
.· , .. : 
' "• 
~ - · 







normal and autistic children with a visual simultaneous 
discrimination task. Subjects were presented with two 
cards, each of 
to r,J.pond to 
which contained two pictures, and were trained 
ohe of the cards. The pictures were. of common 
'J 
objects, such as a horse, girl, bicycle, and tree. As a 
variation on this task, some subjects were presented with 
stimuli composed of two solid-red, spatially-separ~ted 
. . 
geometric forms. Iri the .test pha-se, ·the subjects were pre-
sented with pairs of cards which fea~ured only one of th~ 
-. + -
original cues which made up the S and S • T~e results 
~. indicat~ that 12 . of the is aut~stic ·chi_ldren responded at 
. above cha~ce level to on·ly. one, of the two positive components, 




Reyriolds, Newsom and Lovaas (1974), utilizing auditory 
. . 
stimuli -and a successive discrimination procedure, found 
I ' 
autistic chil,dren to show ovetselectivity in .this modality 
as well. 
Until 1976, Lovaas and his vario~s co-investigators 
19?ked ~t ~timulus overselectivity primarily as it related 
to the autistic child. I_ndeed, t:o a · c·erta,in extent, there 
was a tendency to ·consider overs.electivity to be a feature of 
autism, a feature ~hich could explain many of the social, 
language, behavioral ; and learning deficiencies of the autistic 
child (e.g. Lovaas et al.,l971, Reynolds et al., 1974~ Rincover 








and Koegel, 1975; Schreibman and Lovaas, 1973). It should 
be recalled, however, that in the Lovaas et al. {19~1) study, 
there was also a mentally retarded group of children who 
exhibited stimulus overselectivity., although not as severe as 
that found in the autistic group. 
In 1976, the ov~selective responding of mentally 
retarded children was once again investigated (Wilhelm & 
Lovaas)~ Normal, moderately retarded, and severely retarded 
ch~1~ ren were trained to discr~minate between two cards, 
each of which contai~ed ·three different pictures. Following 
tr 1ning, the children were presen~e4 With individ~al 
p:i,.ctures from both ·the c~ds to 'determine how many of· 'the 
three C?rig~nal CUeS 'had ga:in~ COntrOl OVer the Child IS . 
... --
res_ponding. ·A mean of 3.0, 2.1, and 1.6.of the cues were 
learned by the normal, ·moderately retarded, -and severely . 
retarded groups respectively. From this study, Wilhelm and 
Lovaas concluded that stimulus overse~ectivity was a function 
of I.Q. or perhaps the MA of the child and was not a ·feature 
specific to the autistic child • 
•• 
Rela_f·ed Studies --=- . 
Eimas (i969) presented normal -children with simu~tan~­
ous· visual discrimination tasks. The stimuli were colour-form 
) . . .. 
patterns of various sizes and witll various borders. The ·s+ 
/ 







• , 41<4.'". ·~.\" ....... .:~.; .... • 
. . , .. 
6 
these, characteristics. An example of a task involving only 
two relevant dimensions wou~d be the discrimination of a red 
circle from .a blue square. When four dimensions were 
relevant,. the stimuli might be a 2-in,ch' red circle ' without 
·borders and fie l-inch blue square wi t.h borders. Following 
.. ; 
learning to .::·~ri t/rion on the origin.al discrimination, Eirnas 
(1969) instituted a test series. Test items were designed so 
that only one ·of the. original retevant dimensions rema~.ned 
relevant ,for any giv.en .test triaL Th.e other diine.nsions ,.w~re 
made irrelevant:. for ·a gi ~en trial_ 'bY introd~cing n:ovei values 
for those dimensions. .The ·novel .valpe~r, ·when used., were con-
stant both wi tlj.in and between' tri~~~ . · ~or ·example, . if. the 
• \1 • • ~ • . • 
original . trai~in~ .t~sk w:as. · a · '.four;..d_imensi~releY,~n[0 t9-sk. just 
.described., ·Eima.s. (1969 woti:id 'test the control. th~· c~ o~~ di~en- · 
·., ' ,• • . ,1; , . . r 
sion had. ·oY.er .the child. ·by · presel} ting him with .. a s ·:t ·t:rial for··.-
. . -~ . . . . 
which the, test stimuli ~ORSiste~ of ·a ~~in'Ch req ·· -~~ang_le ~itll. 
. . . ' .  . . . . . . -
~ashed borders .- and a 1~-inch blue· ·.triangle with dashed border~. 
' J ' ' • ' I ' ' • ' I, • ,. I 
To test for size~ a 2-inch ·green tiiangle with dash:ec:i borders 
. ' 
ahd· a l-ine~ green t~iangle with dashed borders .would pe . 
' . ' . 
- ~loyed. In ·~ similar fashion, tes.ts, ,for - form an.d ·borders 
W"ere also presented. · · it . ~: child fs resppnses on ·t ·est. trials·. 
• • .. 1 ' • 
for a. dimension w~re welt above the chance ·level, Eimas 
.· . . . .. . . . ~· .. 
assumed that that ·difuension had 'acqui:.red control ofor _th~ · 
.l child's responding.: II t- • 
. ' 
.. . 
' ' , r 
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Although Eimas reports several findings, the one 
most germane to our present purposes is that his kingergarten-
. . 
aged children learned less (i.e. made fewer correct _responses) 
a~u~ the rele.~ant dimensions than d:i:~ 2nd or"\th graders, 
who performed about equally. A~so, on t~sks i~hich three 
or four dimensions were relevant, tne kindergarten children 
l~arned fewer of the dimensions than nid the 2nd and 4th 
graders. 
( 
Kovattana and Kra~rner (1~74) used ·a procedure similar 
.'to Eima.s (1969). Auti~ti~, mentally r 'etar.d:ed, and normal 
' • ·-- ----,. t • • • •• 
children were .. ·.trained: :to discr$,mi~ate between stimuli' ~hic.h 
·- -v9riea. : s·imul·tarteously 1~. ·form, colour, and . si.ze. As· ifi· the· 
" Eimas .(l9.6'9) study, folldwin~ training, the children wer~ 
test~ wftl:i t~ials in which qnly one o~ the original 
dimensions varied for any given trial.. In additiort, the 
children also received test trials on ·which two of the o.rigin~l 
dime~sions varied (i:e. were relevant). 
Upon examining the results, Kov~ttana: and Kiaeine~- (1974) 
.· . 
found it necessary· to divide their autistic· group into two ':\. 
~maller groups., verbal autistic .and •non-:verbal auti!'>tic, ~inc~ 
these · two subgroups per·formed qui.te differ~ntly. The results 
incl'icated that tl)e. normal .and . ver~al' autistic grqups made 
signi~icantly mote correct responses on . the test tr~als than 
. . ' 
did the · retard~ group, who. in turn ·did better than the non-
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verbal autistic group. . .. 
Schover and Newsom (1976} also employed stimuli 
. ~·. 
which varied on form, colour, and size. Subjects were 
• 
~<Utistic and nor~al children o'f eq~valen':"t MAs. .Their; 
results indicated. no s~gnificant differenc~s . bet~~en the. 
two- groups with respect to . the amount learned on each 
····\ 
· dimension. , This would support the Wilhelm ~nd Lovaas 
) (197-6) . be:ie~ tbat stimuLus overseleCtivity is . not a 
~racterJ.stl.c of ·:autism or m~ntal retardation, but 
. I 
rather .is r~lated ·to MA.~ 
. . 
. . . · : 
. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . 
· ·: In stimmary, .the ·stu(iies .desprib~ i'n this sec.tion 
- . : .. . ' . ' ' . . . . . . : . :. . ' . - . ': . . . ' . : . :"" . ~ . ' .. , ' . ' . : ~ .·... . 
indic~te .two·. things:, fir:st.· ·tl1clt. · .. c>v-erse~ectivity' 'is~ n.~t 
. ' . . . ' . . . ' ·. . ... . . .. . 
_':':l·ilitit':'ecl ·to -~~ .autist-ic !·o~ mehtally· re~arcie~ phl)d.,:. an~ . 
• G ' ' ' ' • ' • • • • . . : 
s 'econd:t.y, tha~ the degree · o~ ' stimulus o;;.ers¢l~ctivity. ·.w~uld · · · ·· 
: . . . . .. r· . . . .. 
~ . .. . .. ' ~ . ' ·, 
.:·.·.-· ·· ) 
appear ·to be a function . of MA.· 
Menta:!. Age 
\ 
'l \ . • 
Table l ·present~ the . charact:erlstics ·and I>.erformanc·es .... 
of subject.s ·.in ··t.he stuciies described. · Although . the majority 
'• ~ . ; 
.· ~f . the ~·experimenters fa'iled to 'provide m~ntal . age .data . for · 
. . ' . . . . • ' . . . ."' . , ' ! :....0. C? • • t;:" . . 
thei r subjects; 'mental ages can be'infer~ed, .to some .degree ; · 
from the -I.Q. and/or :O~havioral descrip~ion$ ·provid,ed ~- : ' ; . 
such an .examination, it becomes ~pparent that· the a·~tistic · 
! • • 
' .• ·. 
. I . . . • . , • l 
. (and mentally ~etarded) · s~jects in - th~ ~tudies have quite ·. 
'! . 
. - ~onsi:stEmtly -been: o f · a lower MA ·than their. normal ·controls. 
· I, . ., ' ' . ' ,. ' ' . ·. . 
. · .. T~ese.- fin~ings wo~ld,r·upport . Wilbe~ · ari~ - ~~a~s,' <i97~) and 
. . ' ' . . . . . . . . 
' ' L • 
. ' . . -
--~--~~ -. -··· __.. __ .. 
. ---·-.. - -~- J ' 
. ··.-; . .: : . :~-- - . . .. .. 
' .:.··::: ·.;·,·· :.:.:.:~ · -· ',: . ·' · ~ -
' · . ' 
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Schrover and -Newsom's (1976) statements that the degree 
of stimulus overselec~ivity is related to · the MA of the 
child. 
In all of the· studies listed in Table l, _with the 
' ~ . ' -J~ · · 
. ' ' 
' ~ ~r.· ... . ' exc~pti.cn~ of the Schrover and Newsoci (197.6) study·, the normal:. 
co~troi sUbjects have. had MAs and/or CAs of:. mor.e ·than .6 years. 
· 'Fu:r.thermore; with th~ · ex~ep.tion of .~i~as • (i9~9) . · ~ta, ·these 
'c~.iJ,d;reri were.:-~bie· · t~· · r~spcin_~ .. <to .. all ~f' .the·· ·dim~~sions' or · c~es·' 
,, . , • ' • • • • r • ' ,,. 







· . .. -.·· presented t6 them ~· _··. ~ ·": .. ~ .-. ' . ·.·' · 
' o o ' , '•, • ' I ! ' I ' ' • •, ', ' _. ', ; : ' ' ' I ' ' •, ' , 
· .: ·. : ::.·.·.-··: ·····: :·_;·: ·~·: In -~ort·~~~~/.::· the .. m~·jor~~Y .:·o~ ;· · i:b~· .. ~~~~s·~~~ .a~~-- ·~e~~a·i~y.·_:; . : ... : .-.·-., . 
• , · ',· ' ' ' •·. ', • • r •·., • ' •• : : , .' ' • .' - ~ ' ' ' ·', ' ,' ' ·< • ·. . ' ·. :: ' '· ' • • • : J ' • 
. . ·. ·i-etarde4 :.·cJ:iildren ... nad)·~~-s !·(e_i.ther'.~as - ~·ct1Ja.iiy .· ··gt~en :9; ·lnfe;t:reC1f·: ·.: .:l :.: 
., . 
· :,· · o£\e·~~: ~~ri·< 61 y~a~s:~ ~": -~~e · .. on~y · obv:i6~~:· ~c~pti~n · to.· fli-~~: · ._;. .· <. · ': ·. J ... :j 
• . . . · ' • · ', ' , •• • • : ·: _ : ;- : ·· : ·-. • . ' : •• • • : ' · - . ~ -· _· . _· . . • ... · • .,., _ .. _ •• : ' _ ·· • . • · , , J 'l .. ' . : • ' .II>; .:~ 
· statement are the" popula'tions.'· usect :':by ·williEHin a:nd· Lovaas : (19.76) -: .. . ,:... ,. 
• I ' " •' ."'1 ' ' ' ' ' · ,, 'o ' o ' o , • o • : ' I ' : o• ~-' ' •' o ' .. ~ ·,. ' ~' •, . ' ' .. ' o, : ' ' • " , • :· ' • .. . o :• • 
: The' implications of . thi$·. abqve-~elqw 'MA 6 year .difference·s . for I: 
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Table 1 . (Cont~nue9) . 
Study Group. · . Me~ .~re~ Mean · 
. . CA MA .. IQ 
.. ~:Uhelm. & ' .. Severely ~m · 15~8 39.3' 
Lovaas (1976) ~ Moderately MR · .. .i4.3 66.1 
Normal ·11.1 
~fean lfA ~nd CA are ~n ·.y.ears • . 
b . . 
MR. . • l-ien tally Retarded_ .
c . '~profoundly~ retal;'ded" · 
_.d 
"extremely regressed~' 
e . . . . . . 
"behavioral -retardation ·'Was profouad' ' 
.£Vineland Sod,al .. Ages ranged from : 1. 8 t~ 2·. 6 years. 















. i!. . .. 
Theoretic~! Implications 
Koegel and. LOvaas (1978) have made the comment 
(in respOnse to a study of overselectivity by Litrownik, 
Mcinnis., Wetzel,-Pritchard, : and Filipelli, 1978) that they 
are more ·concerned with the practical imp~ications of 
overselectivity t~n with the ·theoretical issues i~volved: 
.;. ·.· 
We conclude _by suggesting that Litrownik's 
' - . i • , 
' . [~_f. alt .. 19.7fir use or ,th~, . term attent;on invites 
many . ~eor.ecic~l·. a~~ meas"ureJrient p~·obiern~. we ·. ... 
.. ' . !• . . ' 
made s 'ome effor.t to'\ ~void these ~roblerns. ~y . ' ' 
. . . . . ' 
using the ·term stimulus otterselectivitY, · which . ·· 
has a less theoreti.~al connotation." (p. S64'.). 
: . " 
Despfte. this statement, Lovaas and his collaborators, ·. 
(Koegel apd Wilhelm, 197 3; _Lovaas· et al., .1971; Lovaas and 
Schreibman, -l9.71; · Wilh~lm and Lovaas, 1976) as well as 
'"" 
Schroyer and . Newsom (1976), . ~ave ~ded 
as- resulti~g from attentiona·l defic.its, 
. . of attention. · 
to view overselectivity 
' . . 
or a limited breadth 
While attentional deficit-s .or limited . , bre~dth of 
at~ention . ~y be ·useful in explaining stimulus overse_lec'tivity, 
the iow MAs of .. the over .selective. children · compared to the non-
. . ~ . . . 
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suggest other poss.ibili ties. 
.. 
There is evidence in the literature whicp would indicate 
• that children of mental ages of .6 years and less may solve dis-
crimination problems in a different manner than · older MA children 
(e.g. Tighe, Glick and Cole, · 71; Zeaman and House, 1974; Zeiler, 
1964) • 
Thus, it is possible· ·that young MA children are not ·.over-
~elective due to 
be overselective 
of attention, but may ap~ar· to 
in learning because the ·~ethod . they. 
used to · solve the dis.cr'niination ~s not ~dequatelr tapped by the 
test ' trials. . In.' the ~~ti ·~ius 6versele.ctivity literature, . it is . ·. 
. ) . . . ~ ,. , . . . ·.· ··. 
assumed·. that ~e chllcll;·en .learn 'about ~e ~pecif~c : c.omp~~~nts of 
. . . . ' . .. 
tp:·e complex stimulus 
\ 
cor.rec,t~ • r 1\~ 
. . 
Four sections follow; .. The first examines· the· brea.dth of · .,; 
•J: learning or attention demonstra:t:e9 by. young MA normai and· mentally 
. , ' . . / '" . . . . . 
r~t~ded. children, in·. match.:_ to-2s~le ta~ks. The ne~t t:Wo sections 
. . . ... 
p·resent discussions of configurational and co;rnpound. l~arning·. The 
,fourth section desc·ribes the sub-pro~lelll ·analysis li·t .erature·, 
which · has provided some !'»Upport for both · the configurational· a~ -d 
compo~d learning hyp.othes_es. .·. 
t.iatch to Sample Tasks and. Breadth of Atte.ntion 
. , 
.Several studies have employed · .l!l'ltch-to-s~ple tasks in 
. , ..... ·. . ' . 
attempts to investigate· the breadth of attention of young norma;l 
and mentally retarded 9hiidren. In a match-to~samp~e problem a 
'· 
... -
,.:. I ~ ' ' ... ,r-· • . · .• ' 1• •-.. ' • .- ·. 
' . · ·. 
·- ~ . .: , . . -




. ·:.. .. 
·-- . :~ :~ .. 
















. . child attempts to choose, from a number of alternatives which 
are pre~ented . s'imultaneot.isly, the stimulus. which ma~ches a · 
-· 
sample stimulus. Typically, the samp:J_e stimulus is' composed. 
ot' a number o;. relevant dimensions (e ~ g . ~.olour, form, . size) · 
with· ~ach di~~~ol) taking on one of .two possible values (e.g. 
~ .. _. . 
red or . blue f-lour>_.. l'he alternatives ~rom which the ·child . 
chooses ' h.is match usually represent all the possible comb_inations . 
of one vaiue . from each · ·of the dirne:t)s:ior\"S. ·F~J"- exarnp.le·, Witl\ five 
· relevant dimensions, eac::h of whl.ch maY .be one of twQ val~es, .'a ·· 
.. total ~of thifty~~~ ·(25:) . co~i~ations- (o~ · alternat~ve~-) ·. are . . 
p~ssible:· ~- T~e:. a~~~~i.on · -.b~hind .t~~, ·t·a~k - -~s : th~·t :· f~·~ · b~·~·d~ · 
' . . . . . ·. . .. · . . : . . .• ... : . . . .. ·· 
.. 
... . 
' ' . 
• • • • J • • ' · • •• :·' . ' • • • • • • • • . .. . • • • • .... • •• • • ••• • • •• ' . • ••• 1 ·, 
of: a .chi.ld f S atten~ion. ·.will;. be , ;e'flected . in . h~ · closely ·t~e : . . ; ·: .. :.:- ' ::-., ' , '1 , 
' , • • ' ' '< • ', ', ''• :,·, ·,:, ' , • ' ' : : ', , ' .' ). • : : ,·' ' • , ' :,, •,' .'•' '•' , ' .... ~ •~ ' ·' , 0 ' • '• I ' , • " \ : ,~,:~.~ 
stiniulw{ he .. ch~o~es .' frorn .' tb~ ' a~'terilatives· : matc~e~:.·.~e .·s~ple· ~.· '. ·· · . . : .· ... . · .. -:: · ... ,, 
. .. . .. . · .. · . :; ..,. . . ·_. : . . ... :· . ·.·.-' ·.: . .. :.····· .... ... : ... ·C : --···::.:: .. ... · ·:· 
!!'h. tis~ · ·a ch~ld' ·whose . cl:loi,C.eE! match ·:·th·e S.ample . ()n only., three. -9f ·,·. ·. _. .: • .. r 
• • • ', • ' • ' ' ' • • ' ; , • • • • : • " • • ~ t 
five possible dime·nsi~ns is assumed to .h~v:e a · ~ore restricted : · ·~ ;- .··.(''\'::/ 
. ' : :J. 
breadth of attention than a child whose responses match on- .four ·· · 
. 
dimensions ;. 
Ols.on . (197il p:r.:esen~ed five gr~ilps , ()'f·: ·_no.~~~- ~~d · r~rd~.d 
children· (mean MAs o£ '-the. five group.f( ratiged· .. ~;y;~m · 2.;5 .to S ·.f·yea:rs) ·· 
' • .: ' · . . ... .· . -
'with ~~tch-to~s~:mpie taskit ~-n which o~~~ .to . eigh~ 'c:litn~n:si~ns we.r~ ' ' 
' • ' , , ' • ' ' I ' ' 
relevant • . _He found th~t· all the' children, ·in~luding .tiie · MA .2;.5 
. ,, ' . . . . . . .. ·. . ._ 
year old ret·arded. cltildreri, ~ere ·ai:de to.'- ~e~_fo':xm .at . ~ell .above 
. . _.. -- .. . . . 
On. the three.:dimension relevan·t probl~ni:,· . the · perfoimance of 'the· 
. . ... . . . . : . . ·. . 
MA 2 .'5 ·l:'_ear Qld. children · ~r'?pped,.....,_bu~ the. ~: 4. 8 .to . -6. 2 year old 
I · • . 
. normal and. :retC\rded Children wete ~ll : ~le 'tf.> mak~ . the, match at •·' 
' , . - . . . . ~ ' . . : . . 
, . 
. 'L 
. ,· I' : - . ,.: · .. 





. - ; : ~ 
••• J • • 
. ' ,· .. 
··-- · 
.· ' ,. 
<-:: J ::--· 
I . 
J. 
. ' 1,5 . 
performances of all .. the ·· ·group~ ... d~clined. 
. .' .. ' . .. 
. •:' ·:: :. 
... . 
Ullman (1974) . presertted riormal and reta"rded, children 
. . . . . . . til . . 
{MA 5.1 to 7 •. 3 years) ·wifu. a . ma.tch~~o-·s~pie _task in ~S.,h- tli~/ 
~ . . . / -
sti,muli c'ould vary on . five dimei).siqns ·. Theie ·were/ 31./al.ter-
nat~ves to choose: from~ri each · triat.· · ·. The:..m~ wer~ made·. 
: . ' • · .. ,.---:--:: · ·_ 
.· .under . a simultaneous Co_n'dition· arid..---~ollr· _C0}1ditions of delay 
<9~ 10, i.o , · and. 3o· sec;ond~~:e~· r~xoo~~l of. -~e · cue ~~~mu~· 




. . -· . 
:...-· . 
~d pres~nt~~~~-·ofth.e· _·choice sti~l\li ·. : ·. The. rlc;>ririal· and Educable • 
. • I ·: ' ~i'' , ' • .,· • ' ~ , · : ' ' ·. ' , ·, ' ' ~ -• ' , '\. ' ' ' • .: " . ~· t, : ' ' •' ,' , '• 
. ~ritaliy :ae·£~rd~d <iil~a~ :i:o of .6_4f ·g!oups _ per~C?rine·d . ~quiva~ently ·· _·. ;. -_ ... ·_ . . ·.·.: · . 
.. . ·' . . .·:· ·~n~- ·w~~~ ·:~~~.-- -t·o · ·c:o~~e~~{~- :~at6h -~ ~~~-~. oi: 4·:·:·6·s·. ~~~~ . i~- .~h·e>.- .. -· :· . .... · . 
. · • . \. . ··: .. · • . . · . . · . ·. -. ... _: ··.· •. • : :. _: .· · •. ': ; · ·· . : · ... ' ·,~ ~.' •· ~ ·. \- ;·,·' • . ··.:._·.· · . ":·~ .· . ·· .: . .. . ~ · . . · . . · ,., IJ -: , • . ; . . .. ·. ~· ... : ·-~ . · .~. :' ., , . •. ' ' ' ' ~ · . -~ : 
. - ' . .' . · ;" __ · -'· .i::i'imultaneo·u~ : condition,·· _ai}CI-;4·-.io .c\ies:_, _::i,n :the : Jo..:. ·seconci:.~ delay . . . :-··· ._- , -.. · ,. : : ' ... ' :: .. ' .. . _: : _-.. .. : ·. ·-. :._ .... ,:: .: . .- . ·.:::. ··.: : ~ ·.:: : ·.· ·:. ·< :. ·. '; .. :-.- ::-:· .. ,_: ,( :. : -... /::.: ...... : :· .· ..... ' ......  : -~ . ·:..... . ·::  ''<· .. . ·. ' . . . _· . :. · . · _. . 
.. ·.· '-:- -' -·.:· '~ · ·- . ·<condition• . ·.The . Tra'iiiable :Mentally Retarded g·roup ·-(mean· .IQ ·of. .. . . .. . . :. · 
:· './:: ··~ · -- --- ~- .: .· ·: · ·:·~~. ::_· ·.·. ·_ ·::·- _. :_ :_ -~ . : ~ -~ __ _ .... _· . .. --.. ~ ~;- ~. ··-.. ...-. ~ :· .. - . :: , : ·- :· ~·- ·: _· . . : ;. · : -. _ .. ... _-: :. ·, ·. · .> : · ' ·-~ .. ... . ~. _ ::' ' - ~~ . ~ ·_· ... _~ . 
' ... ': .':-:  ··. ,,~ . . _·. :s4r ·'did : somewhat ·::Poore:r,'-,piaichil1:9'. 4. ~ 2 ·cues' :j.n. th.e · ·s_iriu1'itaneq~s. · . . ; . " .- ;:~ . '; 
,......·.-: ,:. t . · . ' •: • ' '• . , .. ' . , . ! ·,·· ... ; ; ~ ·- ,.:~ ,_- .. , ~ ,~- · ~: :',·, ,', ;: ·, ~ - ·. ' '::· · . · ·,, ·.-. . r:i · ' ,.. r ' • ' ,' - · ~ , 
' ·. 
; ' .· ' · 
.:;: : . 
. i . 
. , . . 
• . 
.~ . . ' 
.~ .... -. 
·•' . ..... 
' . ~ 
. . •, 
.. -... 
,·. ' 
arid' · .]~· 2 · ·cues . . in : ~~ J'o~·se·cond· · .delay . condi~ion. . . • . . . . 1 ,l, 
• ' , . · , • • • • • . •, J 
' . . . - ·. · ·. . '· ·.. ._.·. . - ·.J : 
. ,', . 
,. · 
si-~e~sen' '(i91~) P:r~se~t~q :Auti~tic: and' no:r:mal' Cbildre~ • . r_' ' 
~ •. ' · ' • • • \,.'! • ' 
. ·(mean · ~eiter Scale: MAs ._of ·s.6 an'd 5~.9 years. r~spectively) 'with ·_ 
. ·. • . .. . . ,• ' . .. , . . . ' . : . . . . . . 
·, ··niatcil~-to-samp~e- ·t:asks ln.volving .one,, ~o, ·or, three ·relevant cue·s. 
so·~ . co~~-u~ : and _j_un{ sti~~l~ .we·r~ · ~e~. _- .Althou~h . si~er~-~ri (19.76) 
. • . 
. -. . 
' . . 
··.~ ! • • . ' . ! 
.. , . . 4id);~ot g'o irito ·d~pth . in.>her -·~alysis-~. :an examinati'o~ 0~ her . ~aw 
·-
. ·-· 
' ·, ' : '' '' " . .. • • ? I . ' ~ I : ', I ' •' ' ,: :' • ' I , o , 0 < ',£ ',. ·· ' • , o • ' : ' ' I • ' ..: o ' o '•. :· 
;: - . dat~ .).pd~cat'e~ s~ve~al· .intere~'t1ng .trends. ~ rirs·t, the 'perc~nt~ge : ·; . 
• , .. • • ' • ' ... ::, I ' .· ' • •' : • ' :1 • • : ' , , •' ' ! • o ' ' • •• • • ' ,· •• ' •. • ' ' ~ : • ~ ~ > , ' t : ~, 
o~ . subjects -i~ bo,·~ _9I;QUps Wh~ nte~· - cri't~·ri~n f<?r -t:fie· OQject _.-t:asks 
. . , . . · ·, . . . 
wa~· 'high~·r_ th~ :~e p'e·r.b~-nt~ge :who solved the -co.i9ur· ·tasks .(76\ ' :·~ _ · ... 
~~ · ~P~~~-~d to: 6_7~) ·.· . T~t.is. ~a~- :~~~e~i-~ll~ .tilie of·:. t:h~ , ~ormal .. ~~~~P· 
~ . ' ' . ' , . ' . . . ·. } . - . . . . . ·' ~ . '. . . . ' 
se~~ndly·, bo1:h g;roups did. ~omewhat .better oit the three ·- eue t~sk-s · :: . 
.' ' . ' ; . . ·.. . . . 
\ ··.· .· 
' . 
.. . . . ~- . . . '
: :_· . . ! .·• · .. 
' ' . ·_j . 
. {_7s% ' ~.o~t.~~~>_ .·_:0·~ on ~~ _.two . ·. ctie· . tas~s · (67\). . Thes.~ , findi~~~~· · .. :· 
·· ·. are .'pef.h~ps- :~ .~sult;:. :o~ p:r~cti·~.e· . a:nd_ . _e~o~ur!=<~ffects arisl~:g · fro~ _. ;·_ ·· 
. . . ' . . . . . . . . . . 
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·- ·: · ' 
Sivertsen • s procequre, as' the colour stimuli .were presented be-
f~re·. th.e 'junk :,t_im':l~i, , a'nc;l c;me-and tw?-relevant-cue :tasks . were 
admdriistered before the thiee-relevant-c~e t~~k was. 9iven. 
\ '· 
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-~~ .... .';·\·· 
the _.MA . 2. 5 to 9.~·~ year :-old . children· c;=ould. ·atte.;d.·. to .. three. -'com-=· • .-< ·~·- ·/:·::r··,.:'..:'. 
ponents in , the .m~t~-to~sampl~ tasks. .J:t·· is noted·,· ~cni~y~r-; ___ .. . . , . '·-'.· <i :_::· 
that they;,~ childr~D. we~e thoioe !l<aki.nq ~~ "':'jo,:i~Y ,. of _; i '(,' · + 
the e~ro.r~. · .· ... .... · . . · ·• . . . .. . , , , : ~--. ·, / _ . . : ';'.: : • •• .. <:}. i:·. ' 
:·Li_tro\lffilk~_ -· MCirinis·~ Wetzeloo:-Pritchard~ .'~a- ·F-i:lipelli. (19.7~) -. : : ·.-< ::. ::·.': 
• ' ' • "" ' I •• I ;._ .··. · ·· . . : ·~-· ,- :. ::· .. :·.~ ': ~ ~ .~.: · _. ... · ·· . ~:·. · . . ·; ··_:,. .. ·.,_' . ,.:.: · .. . · · ... · . . :_: . . ' ~ · --~ ·- . -~- .:' • \ ~ ·.-: · : . ':·_, :·, :·:: .· · .. :-.·_.-.... ·:· 
· · ·. · : ··· . ~~.ve · pom:Pared:. th~ matc!l·.1 .. t~ ' ~,sample : perfbrm~ce·:;of. :.~\i~i~t..ra/:··~n.t:aJiy ~\ ... ~ .. :: 
•• • ' ' · ·:· · • • --··:-·:, ~ : : . ·. · ' ·.: . l' ' .... ~ ~ · -1 ~ -~~ · ·. ·_. ·: : -: .... , · .. . ' _ ' ~ - -.. · _':_-.. ·.: .:-.: - ~ · . .. ·-.. ·. -~ -. : · . . · ~- .. ' 'l · .: • • · ,: · · ; · .... • 
. . ; ~ - . :: . ·:,·retarded·, ... and:~q~l .c~il.dren·; · .' ·'+he :mean MAs' ,:fo~ - ~he ._·.thr~e .'ci.rb1Jp~:.: .; .' , : ·. : . . -: 
'· ... ,: ·. ; _._· · ·:;.::· ·, ··· ~~.re:.· .; .. -5:~.- : : J:.t~ :; and. · 4:~ .2 \ ~··ea~~; .· .:~~s~c-.tl~~i~·- .' .-.. :~~ ·-,~~~~~l~i>.~~r~~ a ·< .~ . :_. -·~:~·1 .. -'·.: .. 
:.· 1-· ·.'~ ~- :_· .-._ . "' .: .· ~- - .· .'; ·:·.-· .: . ·.· ··:.; ." .-: ... ·~. ..; ..  ; , .. ~ :: · .. ,· .. .- · ..- .... ' .. ·. ··.·_. . . : :· . :-:;· ' . . ·. > .. .-:_ . 1 .' :~<.-! · .· . · a ' . . .. ·, . ·: ... -:· . .. 
:.:. : ... _. ·:.:. :... -~· .. ·' .. }>~ .. \~ {~u~- -~-~\s:t_~f,~-_)~f_-: ~~-~-; _. ··co~~.u~ -~ .~ --~:.z.e., . _a.~~- ·. ry~~.~--. ()~: :~~-~..¥.~. ·:· ·:--:<:. :_ ~ \::f :~ 
·.; ' . ' . . .·. : ·. . ' ' coritai'ned wi:thin. th:e' .. foinl."- ' ... . . ·,.' . ' · ..... ·. . . . ' .. :~ ' 
~' . ·.'· . ·, ··.· . . : - ·_ .... ·· .· '·,,· ... : ... .. .. ·· i)·.· ~· :.·. ·:· .. :;'-':_· .. · · tl ._>· .. ! .. '· . • ·. . . •• . ''-.- - ~-.- . ' ' ·· ' · :.:··.- 'j:;, 
.·: : ' Their res~lts' l:ridicated:'th'at .the auti'S't -ic' ·and norma:l :· ~ ·. 
·, . 
. •, 
Chil en l> .. ~io~d equi,;aleiltly.- both g~C)upsbeiri~ able t~ util~;~, : ' 
, . · " •, ·. 
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and 6/7 of th~? autis·tic groups were able to consistently make 
' 
matches using at least three of the four possible dimensions. 
~study carried out by Fisher, Martin, McBane, and 
"' 
{ , ' . . Zeaman Note 1) has come closest to compar~ng learn~ng of a 
match-to-sample task with a redundant cue discrimination task. 
The~ompared the degre~ to which the two components of stimuli 
·consisting of relevant redundant cues were learned using two· 
types of stimulus presentation. The standard problem was 
similar to that used in the stimulus overselectivity literature. 
That is, two different . form--colour stimuli were presented on 
... . . .. 
the tra~n1ng trial, and form and .colour were tested separately 
. 
· on the test trials. In the secon.d type of. presentation, only 
the,s+ was presented on the "training" trial, i.e. it was a 
demonstration. This made it somewhat simdlar to a match-to-
sample task with delayed presentation of choice sti~uli. As in 
the standard problem, form and colour were tested· separately 
on the te~t trials. Retar9-ed subjects in thC:: MA 4 to 6 and 
MA· 8 t~ 12 y~ar old range.s ·received a single .training trial 
followed by two test tr~als, one for form and one for colour. 
The MA ·a to 12 year olds were ·abl'e to respond correctly 
about 95% of the time to the ~.orm and colour tests using the 
demonstration procedure. The lolA 4 to 6 year olds .responded-.. 
correctly about 83% of. the time to the form and colour tests 
c 
on the first test trials·, but this dropped to about 73% for 
the second test trials. This latter performance was just 
slightly worse than the 7Si .criterion level established by 











Fisher et al. (Note 1) to indicate successful learning. Fisher 
et al. suggest that this drop on the part of the 4 to 6 year 
olds might be the result of poor retentive abilities in these 
· children relative to the 8 to 12 year olds. 
Both group_s performed worse· on the standard method than 
on the demonstration method. The MA 8 to 12 year olds averaged 
78% correct while/the MA 4 to 6 year olds averaged only about 
58% correct. No explanation for the differences in performance 
between the two types o·f stimulus presenta·tion is offered in 
Zeaman's {1973) description of the Fisher et al. (Note 1) study. 
f 
The studies reported in this· sect.:it.Qn })ave indicated that ( 
children with MAs as young as 2. 6 years a:x:e capci..ble. of solving 
match-to- sample problems using at least two different relevant 
dimensions. By MA 3 years, matching ·on three dimensions appea~s 
possible, and by MA 4 years, four dimensions. 
'Thes_;~:.t~..u~~d not to supper~ the argument that 
younger children are overselective due to limite~ breadth of 
attention. In ·stimulu~ overselectivity tasks, children are 
typically presente~ with stimul~ composed .of only two or three 
relevant cues, yet young MA children fail to learn them all. 
The match-to7sample studies cited suggest that a ma~rity of 
young MA children do appear to have a wide enough breadth of 
' . 
. attention to learn the few components which are presented in 
a stimulus overselec~ivity k. The . fact that these children 












is, that the younger MA children may be using alternative (non-
component) approaches when learning discrimination problems con-
taining a number of relevant but redundant cues. 
The reason for the discrepant performances on the march-
to-sample ancYdiscrimination tasks may lie in the nature of the · 
problems.. In the match-to-sample task, the child must attend 
to the components of the sample stimulus. In contrast, for the 
Ill 
relevant redundant cue discrimination task the child must . learn 
to respond dif.ferentially to two or .more different stimuli. 
Although the ~hild may learn to do this by learning the relevant 
' . 
components of the s+ s ·timulus, thi.s does not necessarily appear 
to be the case, especially for younger children, ·-as was shown 
~ i l 
in the Fisher et al. (Note 1) study . · What is proposed is' that . 
the young child .does not necessarily learn , to. solve a repundant 
cue discrimination task by attending to the components of the 
+ . S (although ·.he would ap:pear capable of doing s·o) but rather 
may employ an alternative problem solving method when solving 
s.uch a task. Possible alternative iearning approaches will be 
presented in subsequent sections. 
" 
Compbnents and Configurations 
.... 
Suppo~e a c~ild is presented with a red . circle and a 
green circle 'and is reinforced for choosing the red circle, 
0 
which always_ appears on. the right·. Further suppose that he is 
also presen·ted with a large blue triangle and a small plue 
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ing on the left. The child can leatn this· problem· in . two' ways. 
\ 
He can learn by responding to · components, in which · case he wo.uld 
respond to ,large and to red, . or he could learn to ·respond to 
configurations, i.e. when circle go to the ;ight, when'triangle, 
go to the left. "In less general terms, a configuration is 
described as a directional response learned ·"on the basis of 
the internally undifferentiated configuration established by 
the two stimuli" (Zeiler, 19"64, p. 292) . 
Zeiler (1964) trained normal chiidren aged 3, 5, and 
7 years on the discrimination tasks just described. He then 
' 
retrained the chi·ldren with the two original: problems plu~ their 
spati~l -alternati-ves (i.e. , red circle on .the left·, · cjt~e~ circle· 
on the right) making a totaL of four different retraining tri~ls. 
For half the ·subjects at. each age ;level, Zeiler reinforced con-
figurational responses during the retraining trials. That is, 
he reinforced the choice of the right hand triangle when present-
ed with triangles, and-the ·left hand circle when circles were 
presented~ irrespective of their colour or .si-ze. 'The other ·half 
of the subjects in each age group were reinforced for making. 
I . . 
component responses, i.e. red for circles and large for triangles • 
. . 
The results indicateq that the 3 year. o~ds were able to 
lea.rn the configurational problem faster than the component • 
problems. For the S-and 7-year olds, the. opposite · ~as the case, 
component learning, was faster. Zeiler (1964) . concl~ded that 
. ~ 
the three-year olds preferred a configurational appr6ach to the 
problem solving wh~le older children prefer to solve discrimi-
nations by using compone nts. 
. " 










Campione, McGrath, and Rabinowitz (1971) presented four-
year olds (range 2.6.to 5.6 years) with train1ng trials similar , 
" .. 
to those used by Zeiler (1964). Once criterion was met, Campione 
et al., like' Zeiler, p;r~sented test trials consisting of .the 0 
original (training) settings, plus trials ·in which the positions 
of the stimuli in each pair were reversed ·(novel setting) . Re-
inforcement contingencies for the original items remained the 
same during the test phase. However, for ' the novel settings, 
.,.-
choice of eithE;!r . stimulus was reinforced. This al-lowed the 
, . • . I 
child to respond conf;gurationally or componen:tly ·to either. of 
the discriminations. A measure 'of co~ponent responding· was 
obtained by exaiD;ining the type of response .. to . the novel settings. 
Of the 28 subjects, . 25. responded · in a . component fashion 
to th.e size pair.: However, only o·ne-half ( 14) of the children 
used a component solution for the colour pa~r. Furthermore, 
. ' ) 
12 subject's who c;nsisten~ly made co~pone~res.ponses to both 
the tasks w~~e found 'to be. significantly older than 7 children 
who made comp~nent r~sponses to size and configuration responses 
to colour. The mean ages for the two groups we~e 4.5 and 3.7 • 
years respectively. 
Zeiler's (1964) and Campione et al.'s (1971) findings 
suggest severa~ possibilities with respect to the und~tanding 
of stimulus overselectiyi.ty. Foremost amoung · these pos.sibili~ies 
is that the yo,ung overselecti ve child has not learned anything at 
.. . 
all about ·the ind.ividuai components of, the stimuli composed of 
' '. 
relevant redundant cues but rather has learned something about 
·, 
' -· ··.' 
., 
\ 
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22 
the configurations which make up the discrimination problem. It 
is also possible that the child has learned configurations based 
'on only part of the available information. 
' . 
Obviously, if a child did learn the discrimination by 
configurations then the testing pro~dure used in the stimulus 
overselectivity literature would functionally destroy the con-
figur~tion. That is., · the test stimuli inhibit a con.figurational 
response since during . testing the stimuli are ch-ange~ either by 
.. . 
the elimination of all but one of ~e . components fo~ any given 
. . . . 
'test. tri,al ·(as with 't:he . j~k ·s·tiroui;i.. ~f Wilhelht 'and ·Lovaas, 1~76) ~·· 
sr· by repi'~c~ment. ·of .attributes .·of al~ 'bu.t one· .. of the . ~el·ev~nt -. ' 
.di~ension~ with nove'r and ·ir;eleva~·t a ~t~;ibu~es c'as with> the . for~-
• • • • ' ' • ~ • , ' . • • • , ' I , ' • : •' ' ' ' J • 'l' ' • ' ' • , • ' • • ~ • ' •,' , 
colour-~ize stimuli employed by I,(ovattana a~d ·Kraemer., 1974). 
' . ' ) 
Comt;>bnents and .Compounds· 
A second alternative e.xplanation for finding.~ of .over-




rather than component~?· zeaman and House .(1~74) . describe. compounds 
as "the combination of two or more a~~ec.ts . r~sponded to as· a ~niJ:-ary 
. pattern, differe~t from, · an~;l · _indep.endent Qf, any o.f t .hE;! cons~i t.uent 
components". (p. 146) • 1 , . 
. .. 
House an<;l Zeaman .. (1963) and Eimas (1964} have employee,d 
a methodology. based on the "miniature" experiments o.f Est;es (1~60) 
. ' ·-·: . 
to look at the component and compound .l ·earning of mentally re-
. . . . 
. . · .. : . . . . . . . I · . 
tarded children . . · Both -the House and Zeatnan, and the Elmas studies 
J • • • ~ ' • 1 
report.ed ~at · mentally retarded ch~l?re~ were. capable of l~:arning 
both components and co~pdbnds· when solving two-.dimepsional 
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problems with both dimensions relevant.~ Eimas ~1964) also re-
ports that his subjects learned .compound s_oJ.ut:ions to the dis-
., . , 
crim1pations even though solution was possible solely on the 
basis of components. Furthermore, he found that. ~ompounding 
ot stimuli ten&:!d to persist over a .number of trp~s o{ pro~lems, 
even . though in some cases this led to a reduction in reinforce-
ment. (The mental 'ges of the children in the House and Ze'aman 
stuay ranged from 4 to 8 years- MAs rariged from 6 to 7.9 in the 
Eimas study .• ) 
·~ , I ' _.. 
' ··Mqre· recently, Zeaman· ari.ci. House'· (1974) . have e~rted . .. 
. - . . . . . .. : . '.'~ . : ·. ~. . . . . ·. ·. . : . .:. ·.: _: . . . . · . .. :. . : . . ·. . . _· . ' 
d~veloprnen·tal .. tren4s in discrimipation: transf$r ... effects -(e.g_. 
• • • • • • 0 •• • • • • · : ' • • • • • ' . • ' 
• ' • ' ' • ,. I • • ' , • • ' . , ' ' • · , • ' ·• • , , . 
. intra-dirnensiori~-i - . extr~-dimensiona1 ' 'shif~s; reversal· .:. non-
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reversal shifts) in ·light of a . compound-co('(lpo~en·t hypothe~is. 
. . ' . . . . . . . ~· . .· . . . . . . . ' . 
It :i~ their belief . that· us~ . of coiop~und ieai'ning· by young · . · 
. . . . -·· ' . 
children and component learping by older children provfdes an 
• ' I • 
/ 
accepta,ble means ·.Of explaining the. d~velopmental change's found 
in problem solving. ·. ' 
I 
Zeaman ariq House (1:974) do no.t hold tp.at young chi·ldren 
always r~spon4 to compounds . and olde:r; . _  chil_cften to . components. 
. . 
Ra~e~ they ·be'lieve · that: there is a · development'al · ·.~rend ·t6wards_ 
increasing. the use of ·con)ponent. solutions ~s- · compared to com.:. · 
pound solutions.· Alth~ugh ·House and z_eaman ,(1963) · r~ported 
. ....... ' 
that ·the . absolute amo~t of' compOunding increases with MA, 
. . ' ·. ' 
zeaman and House (l974) ·ha.ve ·stated that. in relat'ion .to the 
. . . . . ' . . .. : . . 
. ·degree of. component usag~, . the r~ltative amount of compounding 
. . ' . 
decreases wi til. age. The probabj,.lity with which a child uses· 
. . . . . . 
compounds or compo~ents is consiqered to be. dependent upon 
•. 1 
. , ' . . . · . . . ' . .:- ~ :. ,, . 
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stimulus conditions and the previous learning of the child 
(Zeaman and House, 1974) . 
.I 
A final point should be ~de with respect to Zeaman and 
H6Use's formulation of compounds. It is their belief that 
compotinds· are dimensional and conceptual in nature. ·That is, 
comP9unds may be thought of as dimensions. which happen to have 
. ' :. t . . 
;, .. ·\(.-'. • · .tw.d'·or more properties . 
•. ~~!""~\~~: .. ~ ~. Barne~ (1978) has teSt~d some Of the i~lica\iOns of th~ 
· :·. : «;1;1;··.~.e¢tnpound-c·omponen.t hy'p.otl}esis • To ~o; _-.~o~ ·he . presEm¥ed .MA :5 and . '.Y.t.~··. l~ ye~r ·~~~: in~nt~·~iy .·f.~tarded' .'childf.en ,an·d adults ~d.th 1:~0 I 
. . '• . , . , . . ' ' , , . . . . I 
J 
f 
.·types of: 'problem~;:.·~ .CoDJponemt prohieins ~involy~d· .tbe .·:pre.s~n-tatiof.i · · . 
. . 
-'of, tWc) ' forms. (e ~ g. '~quare and 'circle, square : being the,. rEdnforced 
1.::,'1 ' 
component) . . ·The ·two .components were 'the same ·colour ·within trials 
• • • "' ... • • \ • ~ • 4 .. 
(e.g. bbth 'blue), but. ten different c.olours w.ere used .randomly·· 
' . ' . · ~ ' 
b~tween tr~als. As· Barnes (19'7S) points out, a compotind solut~~D. 
to the task is poss:i;ble; . bu~iniprobab.le, ~s this · would re·quire 
th'e learni.ng o~ .~eh different compounds, o~e for each · colour. 
The compound prob;Lems in~ol ved ·two sets of stimuli. • ·· An -example . 
. . . . . ~ . . . 
. A. • . . . . 
.of a, compound prob:)..e!ll wo~ld be a yell_ow. triangle versus ·a yellow · 
. · .I 
cross · ~nd a brown tri_angle versus a brown cross. :For the former 
. . . ' ' ' . . ' ' . . ' 
. ' . . . . + . . 
set, ~e yellow ~riangle· may be the S ; and: for the l,atter, the 
broWn cross. . Therefore~ to learn the proplem, the· child had ·to 
.... 
le.arn a compoqnd of fo:r;m and· .colour. · · 
. ' 
Barnes gave two:,p+pblems to· each· of .his. s~jects ·-" One 
. I 
"quarter or 'the s~jects i~ ·e~ch age group were '~·given one of ' the 
.follC?wing · seq~ence~ ·of problems;_ · component-co.mpound·, cornpo_und-, 
.... , .. 
. ' . .. 








component, component-component, or compound-compound. Barnes' 
(1978) findi'ngs tend to support Zeaman and House's (1974) 
position. Barnes foUl}d that MA 10 year olds made an average 
of 9 times as many errQrs in learning the compounq _problem, 
when it was presented first, than they made when le~riting· the 
component problem, when it was pres~nted first. The MA 5 :year 
olds also made more errors in 11-earniti'g the comppund · ~ compared 
to the component . problem, but in their case they made only 
1.5 times as many errors. Thus, the older childten. did mu~h 
poorer on compound };>rOblems relative to comp_oneht problems. 
than · di.d th~ younger children. 
Barnes '.s · {1978} design· also perinitted an investigation . 
0 
of wh~ther or · not a compound 90Uld be considered a qimE:msion 
. which simply· happened .to possess two or more properties. 
. . ~-~ . . 
Altern.atively, this L.;,~ign · cou1d be considered an evaluation 
I '• • • 
. of th~ transfer of compoun~ or component learning strategies 
across problems. Pairs of problems in_ whlch th,e same strategy 
was relevant. (~omponent-component or compound-compound) 
.. 
we:r;e compared wi'th pairs involving diff~rent _strategies 
I (compound-component 0:r component-~ompound. presentation orders 
of problems) • Barnes's reasoning was that . if the.,..different 
strategies groups'· took longer to learn · the seco·nd problem 
than the. Same Strategies grOUpS 1 then thiS WOUld imply' 
that compounds could be considered. a di~nsion of sorts. 
~ 
I ' ·: · 
That is, .slow_er-learning ··of the second problem by the differ-
ent str~tegies groups would result because of an imsuccess-
ful attempt tc;> use cqmpound · (in the compound-component shift) 
· .o.r r.:;:omponent ·(in- the component~compqund shift) as mediators 
. . ' 
_; ,. ... .; : ...... ·.,...... -• ..... " ' 
~ .· 





in the second problem. In general, the findings indicated that 
the different strategies groups did take longer to learn. the 
second problem than the same strategies groups at both age 
levels. This tends to support Barnes' view that a compotind 
is like a dimension in that it is used as a mediator. An 
exception to the-general findings was the compound to co~ponent 
shift for ~e ol~er children, which was _learn~d approximately as 
fast as the shifts for the same str.ategies groups. Barnes 
attributes this to the fact_ that "the easiness of- the form di-
mens ion I overrides the ~iffic.ul ty of the 
shift for those sUbjects" ·(p. 77). 
(different . st~ategy) 
. . 
Barne·s' · findings are important. 'for two r~asons. First·, 
since the compound learner appea~s t~ treat a compound in 
much the. same way he approaches a single dimension, it is un-
likely that the compound learner gives individual attention 
to the component~ (dimensions) which make up the compound. 
And secondly , ·the findings indicate that a preference. _(in this 
case artificially imposed by p~e-exposure) for a p~rticular 
.. 
learning . strategy inhibits learning ·in a second problem _for 
which an alternative learning strate,gy is more app·ropriate. 
House (1979) has provi'ded additional support for the· 
compound-component hypothesis. 
. r 
She pretrained mentally re-
tarded subjects (mean MA of 5. 8 years, range 4 to 8 years) on-
either. a component or a. compound . task, similar to those ~sed 
by B<!trn.es (1978)_. Following the pretrainiii;~(-the subje_cts in 
both groups were presented with a st.andard problem in which 
, _ .. 
. ·. 
------ -- -- ._· .. . : ' 
. ~ _ .... _ .. . .J -~···~• ... l ••· 








form was relevant and colour irrelevant and variable within 
settings. For example the stimuli might be a red square 
versus a blue circle and a blue s·qua1re versus a red circle, ~ 
square being the reinforced fea.ture. Following criterion on 
the standard problem, half of th.e --subjects in !;loth the com-
pound and component pretrained groups were presented with a 
reversal shift problem. I.n a reversal shift, the feature 
which. is reinforced following .the shift is from the same 
dimension as the feature reinforced prio_r to ·the shift . . In 
' 
the . example given .above, this would J,nvolve 'shifting- the re;.. 
' . 
inforced value from square ~o circle. The rem.:lining subjects 
. . . 
in each group were given az:r .extraoimensional shift problem. 
In the extradi¥nsional sl).ift, the feature r~inforced follow":' 
ing the shift is from the dimension 111hich was irrelevat;t.t prior · 
to the shift. Again referring to .the example above, this rnigh t . 
·involve changing the reinforced value from square to ·red. 
House assumed that the pretraining strc:ltegy received by the 
s,ubjects would affect performance on the shift task. She 
found that the .subjects pretrained on the compound probl~ 
responded to the shift problems in a manner identical to that 
commonly found in _young MA children, i~e. the extradimensionai 
~hift was learned faste'r than the reversal shift. Th~ 
opposite ~as found for the· component pr.etrained group, they 
learned ;the .reversal shift faster, which is what is . typically 
expected of older MA subjec-ts. That is, the compound pre-
training, but not the component pretraining, resulted in · 
discrimination shift. perforrnances resembling that typically 
J 




found in young MA children. This led House to believe' that 
' ; 
the young MA child is more likely to use 'compounds than com-
ponents in discrimination learning. 
. . 
The implications of the component-compound hypothesis 
with reference to the stimulus over_selectivit.y literatur~ is · 
~ 
obvious. If I d~:r;:ing training:, the . child has learned to re-
'; sp.ond to compC?unds of ~e rel~vant and re~u~dant dim~ns~ons, 
. . 
'· 
then the child's performance :on"' the test .·trials ·:f~r ·cqmpoi:u:!nts 
. .. . ' •. ~- . 
is bound to be pobr. 
: ··. 
s_ol ve :the. compound pro})iems used ;in the Barne·s (.19 78) -. -and 
. . . . . . . 
House _ (1979) stud.ies by usinq ~nfiguratio~s. This· would re-
. 0 
q\,lire the learning .. of . ~ ~on fig.ura~ions ,. as the two compounds 
each appeared in two di fferen1;: positional arrangements. 
Subproblem ,Ana:lysis. 
Tighe, G;Lick,.· and Cole · (1971), Cole (1973) Ti~ghe and 
Tighe (1972) . ·and T.i"ghe (1973) have· applied a procedure terme~ · · 
,. 
&ubproblem .analysis •to i.nvesti~ate c~ses in which young children ~-. 
• I 
learn a non- reversal shift: faster than ·a · rev~rsal · shi"ft, ·while 
older children learn reversal shifts faster. Figur_e l will. 
J • 
-best .il;tustrate this· procedure. The .pre.-sVft probl~m ~eatur~s 
.s:ize · (larg~) · as the· relev~~t dimension. and· co-io"~Jr as the irrEn...: 
- . . 0 . · - : .. .. 
·evant di~~si~~ In .the· reversal shift,, size is s.t~ll · relevant, 
but .the reirtforced value has .changed t6 small. Ii:l "the·· 'non-
-l · 
.. · .. . 
• ~ :..• .;.. , :. - ......¥' .i-o·--.. ~ ...... ..... > 0 ~· ---;---: - ·--· ::- --:-::.R ;:: ·' ' , ''. 0 
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Fi.gure 1.. Illustration .of the subp.x-oblen analysis . 
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.. 
reversal shi'ft, the previ~usly relevant size dirnertsion is now 
inade irrelevan~, colour (black):. becoming relevant. ijowever, 
what i!t impqrtant to note is that in the non-reversal shift, 











both the .pre- and pbst-shl'ft tasks·. This will be referred .; . 
. . . ~ 
to as the ~on:...r~verial, unchanged -~timulus (NR-U).·. I~ contra~t, !· 
. ' ) . ·~- ~ .. 
'·. ' . . '• .\· . . , 
the sn:a"l.l .bl:ack ·form was not previously. re.info'rc~d .. fNR...;C) . : · · . :· · . . 
. · .  ' .: . .' · .. ; ,·. · . 
• , ·: : j' 
. . .. . . : . ' .. :.... . ,· :.· .. ' . ~· . . : . : ·. 
. . ~ghe ·. ei. :~·:f •. . {~9--il> .. _i'-.compared . tl1e.·: ~e~rnin~ ': :f~ctiol1~ . : · .. ·:·I(·.··.) . ·. ::.::; _::::.·.· 
of 4-'·:an:l.lO ··year ~i,ds .fo_r· .th~ : N~-:-·u,·· ~~-i:~~- ::~d. ~~:ve·~~·al· s~~ft, ~-.,:,, > .. ·· ..  ~ .. · ; _:_..:::·~:: . .,_: . 
.... J . : . . ... ~· • '· • . ' . . . : ~ ~~ • ... . • • • . • , . - -~ ·,_ ~ - . · . · : • • . ,. _ ' • ·.:. ' . • • : . .- _ . ':·· · . .. ~ · : • ·: ·_1.: ~ >: :··. 
~ternS ·following ' the' shi-ft.. ··The ten yec;tr ·olQ.s showed :· a , ~imilar : ::_: ... .. : .:·. : 
' ' ~ o • ' • : ' o ' ' ' ' ', • 0 ,: 0 ·~ : • o o o, • ' • o •: J •, • o ' ' : ' I I .. ,, o ' • • ' I I ' o ' 0 ' • ;• • -
learning func::tion _ ·for e~Ch - of~ th·e. NR~'ti, ·NR:.:,C ~a- ·revers~-i ' · ,·:.: ·: 
' I ' . ' .. ' • . . • · ,' • . ' . • ~ , . , t 
. : shi-f.t ite~.. That is, percent correct responses fo~ all 
• ' ' . • . : o, • • • • 
types bec;1an .at belQw ·ch~nce ~evels ·before · 9iimbin_g· quite 
ly to well above· chance levels .. For the 4 year olds., sirni:la.r 
results were found with the reversal $hiit ' an.d ·NR-c i'tems ~ 
However, for i!=he 'NR.:.u. items, . percen·t correct remained ~t well-
above chance· leve11nunediately f _ollowing ·tne shift,. and . 
. . a .• . ' : 
.. i .. 
, I 
. '' 
-. ~ :· ~J 
: r -' . ... 
·· re~.ined high :througho~_t t.tie pa~t~shift tri-a~s·. . Futth.ermore, .. ·
. ' . ' ~ . . ' . . -
·· . of the 16 sul)j·ects· in. e~cti group., . ~one· . of th.e 10 yeC!-r ol.d_s :,' · 
. . . - ~ . ' ~ - . . . ' . ~ . -: . ~ .. .) . . . 
.. but ·h~if .~£ th~ ' ~ year old-; mac:!e no errol;s a _t all, ~n.· th~ NR-U · 
. . .. . 
item·· ~r;ing the .. post- shlf.t trials.· 
! • ' • ' I , o ' I o 
Ti.ghe ·(1973), Tigh~ -~ ·.GliCk, and .cole (1971). and Ti9he: 
• : ~d Tigh~· (1972): , - ._bel.iev~ tit~t the.~e · ·fincii·ngS- indi~ate ~at . ' 
' • • • I • ' ' ' ' • : · , • -
. whiie· ~lde·r ·children. tend ·to ~~e .. t?~ · soluJ:.i.o~s t-o tlje · two _ .. . 
subp~~bJ.e~. ·as . bein9_.,:~n~.~f~~.~~n~e~t'~ : yo~ger chi;I.dren : a~~ear. · .. 
· .. to· ·.v~,ew · th·~~ · ~s · tw~. ·sep~~at~';:. l~depen~ent~ probl~JM.. 'Ih·at is; . 
. . . . ·,· . . ' . . 
·.;· .. · 
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on the post-shift task, the older children saw the two stimulus 
pairs as being parts of the same problem and "non-reinforcement 
on [NR-C] , then, caused these older Ss to change response to 
the [NR-U], even though they had never experienced non-reinforce-
ment on this pair", (Tighe e,t\al. 1:71, p. 160). The younger 
children, however, simply appear to relearn their responses to 
the NR-C pair, and continued to make their previously learned 
response to the NR-U pair. 
Cole (1~73) also employed subproblem analysis in his 
investi~ation of reversal and non-~~versal shif~s made by 
Mexican · children pge 4 to 10 years. In addition to the cues 
. . ~· ' ~· ' 
typically employed in .such studres (e~g. red square versus 
' ' blue t:dangle and b-~ue · s9uare v~·rsus .rea triangle) , Cole 
• c . ~ 
also·· used 'c;:limensionless"tt stimuli, t;hat is_, ;~timuli . ~ith .no 
- . . 
comma~ attributes .. ~.example - of sue~ ~tim~i would be P 
' . ' .. ... 1 • ~ 
red cross ver·s ·us a ' ye·liow triangle:, ~nd' a ' blue square versu~ 
a .green' -circl~ . -. I If·.the. red •ctoss and the blue sq~are were 
the -i+ s . ~or their respect~ ve pair~-,. the~ on the rewe~s~l 
~ 
0 
·shift, the yelJ.ow. triangle and the "green circle would become' 
~ ' : 0 the s!s. For non~reversal shifts, only one of th.e o~iginal 
~- • J ·"' . ., r .(l 
(pre-,hift) s+ s would be . changed. FOr e~rnple, .the. non- - .. 
' '\ I ' • j "+ • \, • •" ' . re~rsal $hift ~ s for the above example· might be ~he red 
• .' • • J ' 0 
I • I -
cro~s and: th~ g}:'Teil circle. · (Reyersal a~d non- reversal . 
' . 
. ~ -- . .. . 
· shifts with dimensionle'ss stirquli. are also. often refe.rred to 
~ 
as- pseudo-reversal .and · pseudo-non-r.eversal shifts respectively.) 









As in the Tighe et al. (1971) study, Cole (19'-?,Jl .. ; .l:-ooked-· 
at the spontaneous shifts on initial trials for the NR-U ·trials 
as compared to the NR-C and reversal shift trials. Cole's 
find?' gs were comparable to those reported ~ Tighe et al. 
(197 ) . That is, · the younger children did not spontaneous.ly 
chang their responses to the NR-U items after failing to 
receive reinforcement for their responses .on the NR-C. items. 
imme~tely following .. the shift. 'The older childre·~ 1 however 1 
did spontane.ously change their responses to the NR-U item. 
I 
This was true for both fh~ dimens~onal and the non-dimensional 
problems 1 , although the effec_t was signi ficarl'tly stronger for 
the dimensional problems~ 
The implications of Cole's (1973) study~ as wit~ , Tighe 
.. · :. 1 Jl 
et al. •s (1971) study fs that YQUnger children tend tC? see 
different settings of a problem as independent subproble~ 1 




These findings have beet} us~d by Zeaman and House (1974) 
to support their component-compound hypothe~is. They suggest 
that the compoun'd learner ·learns ~ the ~eversal shift slower 
than 'the non-.r~versal shift becau~e tpe latter requi.~es the 
• 'P • • 
' learning of only one ne~ compound, .wh'ile the ~orm~r requires 
that two new compo~ds· be learned. However, for th~ older,_ 
f 
~· ' . . 
component learner, ~e ·media~or le~rned_on the o~igina~ 
. .. ; ~ : 
training tas~~Uj-~aUi ~e reverSal sh~ft but reta;,<l 
•: 
... ' . 
.·'.:.. 
:· I 
. •!· "' 












learning on the non-reversal shift. 
The subproblem analysis findings would also support 
, the configuration-component hypothesis in that the reversal 
shift involves changing the direction of response for four 
~ . 
configurations, while the non-reverscfl shif~ requires that 
th'is be done for only two of the configurations. (There are 
twice as many configurations as compounds to learn since 
























It would appear that the young MA child does not 
necessarily solve discrimination problems by learning about 
sp~cific components or cues. Rather, it is very possible 
that they learn by employing either configurations or 
.compounds to solve problems. Consequently, these children 
would be expected to show poor component learning, as they 
do ·not learn to solve the original .discrimination by ~ttend­
i_ng to the ~ividua; cornpo.q.ents which ·make up the stimuli. 
However t the fact that a child may learn by usim3 
either compounds or configurations does not preclude the 
possibility that the same c.hild als'o solves problems using 
a component approach. This is indicated in the Campione et 
I 
·.aL (1971) study in which some children learned a component • 
solution to one dimension and a configurational solution · 
to another; and in the Barnes (1978) study in which'the 
children learned one problem which required a compound 
solution as well as a second p~oblem which required a corn-
ponent solution. 
There is nothing which would suggest that a child 
cannot learn something about the components of a ~~imulus · 
while learning the solution by configurat~onal or comp9und 
34 
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means. ~his learning, however, would probably be limited 
to components which are especially salient to the child. 
This may help to explain why some components ~ learned, 
by a compound or -configurational learner. It is important 
to emphasize that component learning may be ' incomplete 
not because the child may be inc~pable of attending to all 
the cues, but because the process he uses to solve the 
discriminati?ri doe~ : not. lend itsel~to att~nding to the 
components of a . stirnulus on an individual basis. 
· 'i'he .Present researc::h is directed at >examining the 
possibflit¥ that the overselective child is not a child who. 
-responds tG> a res.tri,cted number of components becau~e of . any 
'specific attentional deficiencies, but rather· .is a child who . 
siinply m~y learn a discrimination il)..,a manner other than 
by attending· to the particular ~omponents of the stimuli. 
Although Koegel and L~vaas (1978) Vould argue that 
such theoretical work is of less importance than research · 
directed at the more practical implications of stimulus 
oversel,ectivity, a more solid \lnderstanding of the problem 
is required before adequa1:e · training .and teaching meth~s can 
be . developed. Thus, when training· deveiopmentally handi-
capped chil~ren, the goal of · teaching these children to . 
respond to all the -components in a relevant and redundant 
Jr. 
cue task may have to be precede~ by the goal of getting 
the children to respond to 
1
components • . 
.. ~ · 
I . • 
.. . } ·. 









The first experiment was modeled. after that of the 
Campione et al. (1971) study described earlier. Subjects 
were trained on discriminations which could be learned 
using components, compounds, or configurations. Following 
the training phase, a s ·eries of test trip.ls was administered. 
On some.of the test trials, the stimuli were presented ~n 
novel arrangements by reversing th~ position . the S+ and 
s- had maintained d)lring .train:ii1g. . For ·these novel 
' ' I ' t 
arrangements, the compo~ent. and. c_ompound · ~eaJ:ner . shouid be 
I 
able to shift })is respondin9 t9 the-·new po~itiol) . · ·of. the 
I 
s+. However, the .configurational learner would . not be 
expected to make such a shift: as he is not responding to 
the individual components of the stimuli. 
configurational learning ~as al~eady been demonstrat~ 
in young MA normal children (Campione et al., 1971; Zeiler, 
1964). It was e~pected that similar findings would be 
demonstrated· in young MA mentally retarded children. Tke · 
hypothesis tti!steQ. was that young AA retarded chi:ldren would 
exhibit less c~mponent learning than. would ol4er MA retarded 
children. 
Thff, ex.periment was also designed to examine 1 the 
36 
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37 
degree of configurational learning (if found) that mentally 
. . 
retarded children demonstrate on each of the dimensions of 
form, colour, and junk. A number of the studies already 
descriqed (Eimas, 1969; Kovatana and Kramer, 1974; 
Schrove~ and Newsom, 1976) have fo~d significantly mo~e 
learning.for form than for colour components. Few of the 
st~dies related to the investigation of stimulus overselect-
ivity have compared junk stimuli with form or colour stimuli. 
However, Koegel and Wilhelm (1973) repo~ted little . differ~n.ce 
between the overselectivity resulting from · junk · stimul~ as 
Qpposed to · red~coloured form stimuli. Sivertsen (19.76) 
.I . • ; ' ' 
found that fewer .. errors were .'ma~e on ma-tch-to-sample tasks . 
.· wi~ j~k. stimuli than whert colour· stimuli were used (although 
as noted earlier, this ~ay _in part .have been due to ·her 
presentation .. method) .. It was predicted that similar tendenc.ies 
would be demonstrated in· the present ·expe·riment,. that is, that 
configurational learners would show less configurational 
responding to form or junk stimuli than to colour stimuli ·. 
The rationale beh.tnd this hypothesis is that the mor.e ·salient 
dimension's are more. likely to capture a child's _at.terition to:· 
the extent that ' t4e individual values of tQe dimensions are 






The subjects were 12 mentally retard~d 
I 
- ... . : 
;•' . . . ' ' . 
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.-· 
boys who, during the course of the experiment, were resid-
ing in the Dr. William F. Robert's Hospital-School, Saint 
John, N.B., Canada. 
t 
The subjects were selected at random from a pool of r 
children w~o had been tested by the experimenter with Alpern 
and Kimberlin's (1970) short form of the Stanford-Binet 
Intelligence Scale~ with the restrictions that the subjects 
be classified as mentally defective (IQ ~ 7'0), and that half 
of the subjects have Mental Ages (MAs) iess than 66. months 
~hile the r·e~aining six subjects have MAs greater than 66 
.months • . Thi~ resul~ed in two groups. The Young~ MA group 
had · t-~As ~anging frqm· 40 to .·60 'inon_ths, with a mean o£:,49. 2 
months. ·The Older MA group consisted of. six .boys. w,ith a 
. 
mean MA of 78.0 months and a range of 72 to .96 months. 
One of the boys in the Younge~ MA group was a replacement for 
. J. 
a boy who had to be dropped from the experiment as a resqlt 
' 
of his refusal to continue following the completion _of the 
., 
2nd of· the six sessions. The 12 subjects we~e distributed 
among4 of Hospital-School's ll units or wards. 
MAs, CAs, and -IQs of the subjects participating -ill 
.. 
Experiment I,•. as well as. the group means, can be found in 
. \ 
Table 2. Attempts t,o match the two groups for CA· .were not 
. . r . 
_entirely satisfactory, ~(1, 10) = 4.90, · E £.06-. The MAs 
for the two gro)lps w.ere s,ignificantly · different, !: (1, 10·) = 
,; . 
. 0. ~.' ' 
~ . ~ •, . . _ 




CAs, MAs, and IQs of subjects participating 
in Experiment 1 
. 
Older HA 
1 154 72 50 
2 166 72 47 
3 150 72 50 
4 181 96 57 
s 197 · 12 45 
6 164 84 . 54 . 
ttean Old 168.7 78.0 . 50.5 ~ i 
., 
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32.53, £ < .001, as were IQs, ~(1, 10) = 5.01, ~ ~ .05. 
Although the IQs and MAs were con;ounded in distinguishing 
between the two groups, the labels Older MA and Younger MA 
r 
r 
groups will be used here for the sake of convenience. 
Design of Experiment Each subject was trained and 
tested on ·Six different problems• For each pr~blem, the 
subject w~s required to learn two discriminati~ns, the 
stimuli for the discriminations representing two of the 
dimensions of foJ;In, colour, . or junk. More ~peci.fically, 
dliring tr.aining, .the ~ubje~ ·was present~ with two pairs 
" 
of stimuli from different dimensions and had to learn the 
s+ for each pair ·. Both pairs were always presented . in the 
same arrangement. during tra-ining. For one. pair, the ·left-
hand stimulus was :the S+, for the se<::ond pair, the right-
hand stimulus. Dlring the test phase, 20 trials were 
presented, 5 trials for ~ch of the pairs in their training 
(original arrangement) position~, and 5 trials for each 
. . th "th . . f th ,.+ d d ( paJ.r wl. e posJ.tJ.ons o e J an S reverse novel 
arrangement) ~ 
in Figure 2~ 
The training and testing phases are outlined 
'· 
Materials Testing and training.stimuii were drawn 
individually on 75 ~ 125 mm white index cards. The' cards 
were plastic lamiriated_to prevent wear and facilitate 
cleaning.· Three 4ifferen:t dimensi
1
ons ·(form, colo~ and junk) , 
I • 
. . ~~ . . - : -~:~ -: :.:_ 





PHASE SETTING DIMENSION STIMULI 
+ -
COLOUR 
• 0 TRAINING ORIGINAL 
..:. + 
FORM A fiJ 
+ -
COLOUR 
• 0 -ORIGINAL 
·, 
- +· 
·!A Ill' FORM • 
.... 
TESTING - ' . 
. 
- (+) + 





Figure 2. Illustration of the trai~in~ and testin~ phase s 
of F.xpedment 1.· (Responses to any of the, stimuli 
in the Novel settings were reinfot'ced. The "+11s 
not .enclosed by parentheses indicate correct 
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42 
were . each represented by eight different values. The 
colours used were grey, turquoise, dark green, tan, dark 
brown, lime green, dark blue, and yellow. Forms employed 
were a heart, "X", octagon, six-pointed-·star, cross·, trape.-
zoid, pentago_n, and "Tee". .The junk stimuli consisted of 
black line drawings of a clock, pair of shcfes, telephone, 
jacket, . tree, hand, scissor~, .and dog. Illustrations of 
~, the s'ti;muli used_ appear in th~ ~ppendi~. 
In orde~ to ·~phasize the differences between the 
sett~ngs irre;Levant dimensions ·. wer~ .made constant. within 
. .· ' ' . -. · 
setti~gs but. ·vari.able between· .·setting.s • . Th:u,s, all . the 
colour st~uli .were small ·(25 mm in diruneter) .circles : The 
~orms, which were all outlined with i.s mm thic~ black 
borders, were coloured purple. They were medium in size 
(40 x 40 mm). The jwlk . stimuli were all "colourless" black 
outline drawin~s. The.¥ were large in size (60 mm high, 
50 to 65 mm wide, mean width of 58 mm). 
The eight values of e~ch of the dimensions ~er.e 
randomly pair.ed to produc;~ . four pairs each· of form (F), 
colour. (C), and ji.lilk {J) stimuli. Then two of the· form 
/ pairs were randomly assigned to . tw() of the junk pairs. 
Next, the remaining two form pairs were randomly assigned 
to two of the colour ·pairs. Finally, the two remaining 
• , I ' ~ 













colour pairs. This resulted in six sets of. stimuli, 
twq sets with a form pair and a c9lour pair, two sets 
with a form pair. and a junk pair, and two sets with a 
. 
colout pair and a junk pair (see Table 3). When training 
and testing the subjects,. the drder in _which these sets 
were presented to the subjects followed a -Latin Squ~e 
desigf?. for· .each cjr<;>up. 
Within each stimulus set, _ ther~ .. are eight pos_s .ible • . 
arrangements ·Of _pOsition .. and reinforcement·. 0~ . the .stimuli 
.. . as i~dicated.' :~y Table 4 -. ·;,. To cbn:fi6i -f~r- tit·is; each_ ~~bj~c_t· 
-was ~andomly a~sighed one "(:;£ th-~· - arrang_ements ,, · ~ith' :ilie 
' • ' I • • ~ 
restriction t;hat ~ach of the arra·ngements be used at -least 
once with each stimulus se.t. • I ' There was one except1on to 
. .. ' ~ . 
this rule. On the first session only, the_ child's response 
.to the firs-t presertt;a,tion of the first stimulus pair w~s 
' . 
desi·gna ted the S + ·for that pa~r. This was done as an attempt 
) . 
tQ facilitate le,arning of the .task' by ensuring that the 
child receive lnunediate - p~sitive ri:dn~oi;'cemei')t for ··his .· 
fir_st respons_e. The_ s:- for the second· pair in the· first · 
·, ' . ' 
' . · 
sti.niulus ·set was fhus determined by the child's ·respot:ts_e 
to the first pair. For example, i.f . he dhos·e the left-hand 
< 
stl.I"\Ulus . in· the first pai~, ,then the right-hand ·stimu1us / 
·was desTgnated - ~s the s+ for the second ·.pair. 
I 
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Table 3 
StiDiulus Sets Used in Experiment I 
Set Dimension8 · Stimuli · 
I c lA G~ey ~B Tu.rquoise 
r 2A Heart 2n "_X" 
II J lA Clock lB Shoes 
,F .· '~· 2A Star 2B Octagon 
. ' 
·~III 










_<;: · lA Dark. Brot:m·. 
,_ 
' 
l:B Lime· . 
•1 , ' 
F ' 
/ . . ' 
2A 't.t:apeioU: · 2B . Cross · · 
'-
v J lA Tree lB' Rand 
F . 2A Pentagon · • 28 "Tee" 
VI c 
J 2A.. Scissors 28 Dog .. . 
. I 
Note • . The iu~~nber/le~tex: de8ip;nat1ons \lere 
~ ·. ··~.. . . . ·· .. . . . 
us~ to identUy fndiv:lch!U: ·&~_buli trlthfn: :t~e · 
.a ~ ·· 
sets. 
a . . ·. : . 
P • . Fom, c·· Colour, J . • ~unk .1 
... 
., ·: ·.: . ~ .' ,:·: . : . 
.. 
.. 
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Presentation and Reinforcem~t Arrapgements of 
tndividual Sttmulus Sets, ~ing Stimulus Set 
















+ lA Grey 
2B "X''-
lA Grey 
+ lB Turquoise 
2A Heart-
lB Turquoise-







+ lB Turquoise 
lB Turquoise 
' D 
+ 2~ Heart 
+ lB Turquoise 
2A !teart · 
lA Grey-





+ 2A Heart 
+ lA Grey 
2A Heart 
Reinforced stimul i are mar.k ed 
with a "+". Non-t·ein f or ced s·t~muli are 
marked ~i. th a · "-". • 
.. 
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presented with a stimulus set consisting of two pairs of 
I 
stimuli representing different dimensions. The order in 
which the two pairs in each set were presented during a 
• 
session followed a 100 item sequence derived· from Fellows 
(1967). A dif~~rent presentation sequence was · constructed 
for each of the six stimulus sets. 
Procedure Each subject was seen individually in 
the large semi-partitioned bedroom which was a part of the 
.., 
unit in which he resided. The layouts of the bedrooms 
were all similar. The bedrooms were chosen for testing 
as they provided a · familiar. and non-threatening environm~nt 
for each yhild. As the bedrooms are generally not used 
during the day, they were also quiet a~d private. A 
standard school room desk, wlth a surface of 45 X 60 em 
and a height of 75 em, ·and two chairs were set up in a 
corner of each of the bedrooms. A third -phair, situated 
to the side of the experimenter, and out of the direct 
view of the chifd, was used to store. stimulus cards not 
' being used on a particular trial. 
During the first session~ . the Younger MA children 
were given the following in,s~~uctions: 
. 
We are going to pl~y a game. I am going · to ·-\.. 
~ ) 
show·you some cards. 
.,., · ·-
The cards: are goi~g to 
have different.coiours and .pictures on them. 
Each. time I show · you the cards, I want you to 
· I 
point to the · on·e yop think· is correct , ·th~ one 
', ' 









which is right. If you~ right, I'll 
give you a· raisin (bit of chocolate, etc.). 
At first you might have to guess, but after 
a while you will·be abie to tell which are 
right ones. Try hard and see if you can tell 
me whicli is the right one every time. 
47 
The first trial then began with the placing of the 
~ 
stimuli on the table in fro~t of the child. ·The two cards 
were placed approximately 3 em apart. If the child did 
not respond within a few seconds, he was urged to "Show 
me the good one" or "~how me th~ one which is right". On 
initial trials only; subjects were somet'imes urged to guess. 
On trials to which the yo~nger children responded 
correctly, they were immediately reinforced verbally (i.e. 
~ \ 
"Good" or "Correct") ang with ~ small bit of edible rein-
forcement. Raisins, bits of chocolate, candi"ed cereals, 
and cheese flavored ~nacks were all used as ~ei~force~s, 
depending on the preference of the chil:d. When the subj~ct 
made an incorrect response, the sub,ject was simply told 
"No·", or "Wron~'. Irnmedi~tely after each response, the 
cards were withdrawn and the cards for the next. trial wer,e 
presented. The intertrial intervals were thus self- paced. 
• 
Instructions ~nd procedures for the Older MA children 






were basically the same with the exception that they did 
·not receive edible reinforcers for making qorrect responses. 
Without exception, all of the Older MA children enjoyed 
.. 
participating in the "game" and the use of tangible rein-
... 
forcers was· found.to be unnecessary to maintain their 
' interest o~ co-operation. The Older MA children were, 
. ' 
h~wever, on tWo occasions given a candy bar for "helpiqg 
with the game!•. 
During each session, tra~ning continued .until the 
ch~ld reached a criterion ~f five correct .respqnses in · 
each of two consecutive blocks of ~ive trials, successive 
blocks beginning with tria1~ 1, 6, 11, etc. • This allowed 
·for up to 17s ···trials before the probability of reaching 
• 
criterion by chance exceeded .OS (Bogartz, 1965). A 
maximUm of 100 training trials were administered during 
. . 
any given day. If a child failed to reach criterion. after 
190 trials·, the training was terminated for the day but 
' 
resumed the following day. No child required more than 
two sessions to reach · cr~terion. 
... To ensure that each child learned each problem, upon .. 
' the first error 'following trials 25, SO, 15, etc. the correct 
r_e_s¢n~s were demonstrated to the child by' ·placing both · · 
.J 
pairs of stiltluli on the table in front of the child and. · 
saying: 










tl)e first pair) ~then this is the correct one 
to point to (indicati~g the S+). Wh~ you see 
these two things (pointing to th~ second pair}, 
then this 'is the one you should point to 
'., . 
(indicating the s+ of the second pair}. 
Immediately after reaching criterion, the twenty 
trial test series began. The children were not informed 
about the test trials and hence did not know when they 
would begin. The experimenter attempted to make the 
transition from t:fte t~ai.ning phase to the test phase as 
smqot!l ~s possible. During the test phase, responses to 
the stimuli in their original (training) arrangements were ; . 
reinforced or non-reinforced using th~ same corl'tingencies 
of the training phase. However, for the novel spa ti·al 
arrangements, responses to either of tQe stimuli in each 
pair were reinforced. Thus, for the novel spatial arrange-
ments the child was reinforced for re~onding in either a 
component or configurational manner. 
Each of the six problems in Experime~ I were 
administered on different days for each subject. With one 
exception, sessions were held on successive days. One of 
~e boys in the Older MA group was unavailable for testing 
• 
for one day between sessions 2 and 3 • . . TestingJ for each child 
took place at approximately (~ one hour) the same time each 
day. 
•' 







Results and Discussions 
Trials and Errors to CriterioQ.... __ Dunlap and Duffy's (1974) 
'""-- L. 
transformation procedures were used to· minimize the marked skew 
which was found in both tlte Trials to Criterion (excluding the 
criterion run) and Errors to Cri~erion data. The transformation 
formula used for the Trials to Cri~erion data was~= (X+ 1) 0 • 150 , 
where X represents the or£ginal score and Y its transformation. 
For Errors to Criterion, y = (! + l)-O.l81. Since zeroes were 
' 
present in the raw data, Dunlap and Duffy's procedure required 
that a one (1) be added t~ all. the raws~ res prior to·calculat-
i~ t•the appropriate val1Je. for the 
· An Age x Session analysis of v iance . for the Errors to 
· Criterion: data . indicated: Age effect., F(l, 10) - . 
.6.649, E. ·= 0.026,_ while the Age eff ct for the Trials to 
Criterion data approached signif' ance, _!: (1," 10) = 3.949, E.= 
.073. Not unexpectedly, it wa the Older MA group who made 
v 
fewer errors and took less t ials: 2.9 and 11.3 respective·ly, 
compared to means o£ . 8.2 er ors and 24.9 trials by the Younger 
MA children. The Session, and the Age x Session 
' interaction were non-si. ificant for both Trials and Errors to 
. ~ 
Criterion. 
• Correlations between the number of special training \ 
) trials (i.e. · demon tration of the correct res~onses on the first 
error following rials 25, 50, and ?5) given for each problem and 
I 
the number of Trials and Errors to Criterion . w:ere· .calculated for 
both this d the second experiment. The cor~eiation with Trials 
exceeded .92 in both experiments, while the correlation with 
, .. 
--------·--------·- - - --- .. ----~--
,,, . , ...... . 
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Errors exceeded .85. For thip reason, further analysis of the 
special training trials was deemed unnecessary. 
Test Trials A four-way (Age x Setting x Dimension x 
Session) analysis was performed on the test trial data. The 
two levels of Age, the only between sUbject variable, were 
Young and Old MA. There were also two levels of setting. The 
Original Settings were the settings or arrangements in which 
the material had always been. presented during the training phase. 
The Novel . Settings, used only during the test phase, featured 
+ - . ' ' the S and· the S for each stimulus pair in positions · which 
" were th~ ~everse-of the or~ginal . positions •. Th~ five test 
trials for each of the two stimulus pairs in the original , 
' 
setting were scbr~d for'· C::orrect. respons~s. T~e five test. 
trials for ea·ch . stimulus pair in the ·Novel settings were scored 
ior component (or compound) responses~ Thus, low scores for the 
Novel settings reflects configurational learning. 
The three levels of Dimension were Form, Colour and 
Junk. Although subjects were seen for six different sessions 
or pro~lems, each of the three dimensions were presented only 
four times. The four levels of Session, therefore, i .ndicate 
the temporal order in which tests for a given dimension occurred. 
The results of the anal.ysis are shown in Table 5. ·The 
significant Sessions effect. reflects a sligh~ decrease in the 
mean number of component responses·- from the first s .essian to the 
final three. sessians, .!(3, 30) = 3.208, E. = .036. Means for 
---. . ·--·· - ~ . ·:· 
:, :.:_::-: ·. ~- . ' . ' . 











Summary Table from the Four-Way (Age x Setting x 
Dimension x Session) Analysis of Variance of 
the Test Trial Data, F.xperiment 1 
Source 
Age (A) • 1 74.01 
Error 10 4.15 
Setting (Sg) 1 42.01 
A .x Sg .} 34 ~ 72 
Error 
' Dimension (D) 
AxD 
Error 
Sg x D 





Sg x Sn 























































Table 5 (Continued) 
Source df MS F I!. 
D X Sn 6 o.ss 0.63 o. 707 
Ax D x Sn 6 0.58 0.43 0.858 
Error 60 1.35 
Sg x D x Sn 6 0.84 0.52 0.794 
A X Sg x D X Sn 6 0.2.8 0.17 0.981 
Error. 60 1.62 













sessions 1 to 4 were 4.361, 4.028, 3.986, and 4.069 respective-
ly. The lack of any significant interactions involving Sessions 
suggests that the slight decrease is not related to.any manip-
ulated variable. 
The remaining significant results are all lower order 
to the three way interaction of Age x Setting x Dimension, and 
so discussion .. will be .limited to this interaction, !(2, 20) = 
4.620, 12. = .022·.' The means of the twelve cel,ls making up this 
' 
· intera_ction. are platte"' in Fig~re ... a. ·As is evident by inspect-
:;:: .. 
ion of the graph, follow-up F t~sts 1ndicated that the perform-
. - ' 
ance of the ·Youn~ MA boys'!'for the Novel setti~g was .s.igni-
ficantly different from each of the .other age-setting com-
binations, all £:_s ( 1, 10) "?' 2s.e, E. ~~1. The ·other age-
setting combinations did not difft\r from each other, all Fs 
'( 
being less than 1.0. In addition, it is only within the 
Young MA group for the Novel setting . that significant 
differences were foUI}d across -the dimensions, -:!:(2, 20) = 
• 
9 .OB, R _.:. .01. Sch.eff,'s · multiple comparison test indicated 
that performance on the · Colour Dimension for this group 
differed significantly from that of the Form or Junk stimuli, 
s2 (2, 20) = 10.44 and 16.25 respectively, 12. ~ .05~ Per-
- -~ 
formances on the Form and. Junk stimuli did not differ signi-
ficantly. 
These data clearly support the hypothesis that younger 
MA mentally retarded children utilize configurational respond-
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Figure 3. t~an number of correct (component) responses 
made by the Younger and Older }fA groups to 
the Novel and Original se~tings of · the colour, 
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56 
do older MA retarded children. In addition, the possibility 
of compound learning by the younger children can be ruled out 
in the present e)(periment. While the responding of the older 
MA: group may .be accounted for by either component or compound 
learning, the former is the more likely; as Barnes (1979) 
found his older MA group (MA range 7-13 y~ars) to perform 
better on compone_nt than compound tasks. Finally, the data, 
for the con;figurational . le.arners across t_he dimensions agree~ 
with the ·expe.ct~d· finding, of less . configurational learning on . 
. . ... : ·. ' ....  . 
form and jUnk stimuli.' '•than on .the less ~alient' coi·our stim~l-i· . . 
• .J 
-~ ' 
. ...... ----.--. 
. . -· . • . .. 
. . . . \ · . , ., 
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Experiment 2 
_In the second experiment, the learning of succ~ssive 
and simultaneous discriminations of stimuli with two relev~nt 
and redundant componeits was investig.ated o - (Figure 4 provides 
an illustratfon of the siJnultaneous . and su~ces~ive discrim~- . . 
nation procedures.) In the sucd.essive d.is'crimination coi:t<:l.lti:on; ' 
\ • . • I • • ' ' ' 
·subj'ects were presented with two different .form-coiour . stimu~i . 
. ' . I • . • . 
. .. 
in each . session. ,- •For . a,ny . given . trial however·, the' pair . of 
stimuli which w~re presented were identical, . and ' so the ~hild 
·. -' · 
. was required to '· learn a directional. response:. 'For example, . I 
On SOllle trialS 1 the Child might be presented With tWO identical ~~) 
+ black circles, the on~ on the left being the s o On otner 
trials, two identical white squar.~s might. 'be presented, the 
right-hand one b¢ing the s+ for this p~ir. Thus, for each of 
.. ' , 
the subproblems, the child had to learn a direc~ional r~spons~. 
based on form and/or colour. ~his is ~· configurational problem: 
J- .. ' 
requiring responses of. the. type: ."Wh~n black and/or cfrc.les, . 
·go )eft, and wh.en white and/or sq~ares, 9?. right" o A. solution 
to the problem based _on compounds or the individual components 
. . 'bl 2 J..S llllposs~ . e. · 
i:n ·the si.Inul~aneous discr~inatipn procedure·, :fhe 
subject must: form ~ 'disc.rimin.ation :between the. black ·circle 
. I 
and the white sq\iare when· these. are pr~sented on the same 
•• \ • • . • • J 
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59 
trial, the left-right positions of .the stimuli being varied 
o~ trials. Only one df the stimuli, the black circle for 
example, is correct, regardless 'of its position. For the 
-
component learner, this task should be simpler than the 
successive discrimination, since by attending to the rein-
for~ed values of form and/or colour, the problem may be 
solved quickly. Simi1arily, the compound learner, by at;tend-
ing to the for.m~colour compound, should be able to learn the 
discrimination with little difficulty. However, for the 
' . 
configurational learner, the- s~ultaneous task should be as 
• difficult to learn as the successive problem since the 
former, like the latter, contains two config~·ations. · ln 
th~ simulta.neous condition, t,he c_onfigu:t:,ational learnmr must 
learn . to · go left· ~hen black circle is to · the le.ft of the 
white square, and· to go right .when the black circle is tO the 
right of white ~quare. 
·Before stating the first hypothesis of the second 
eXperim"ent, it ·is appropriate to briefly examine previous -
' 
studies which have compared succe~sive and simultaneous 
methods of discriffii~ation. A number of studies, including 
thos.e ·of Jeffrey: (1961), Lipsitt (1961, Exp. 2), .and· Spiker 
. . . . 
and · LUbke~ (1965) ~ '· :have 'found . that _.the simultaneous condi~ion 
results in peiforman~e superior to that of the successive ~-
' . . . . 
. . . . ~ 
.P,roblem.- However, a number of variables have been identified ,.. 
wpich ~art 1na:ke ·tile succ~ssi v.e· 'problem as ea~y or easier to 
• . . . I , 
,.. :! . 
.• 
·, 
· . .... ' ... . \' 
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60 
learn than the simultaneous problem. These include moving the 
locus of re~ponse away ~rom the stimuli themselves (e.g. Lipsittf 
1961, Exp. 1); presenting the different settings.of the discrimi-
nation in blocks rather than on a random basis (Lubker, 1967); 
manipulating the similarity of irrelevant components of the 
stimuli (Price & Spiker, ·1967); and manipulating the degree of 
similarity between the stimuli themselves (Loess & Duncan, 1952). 
A difficulty with these. findings is _that the majority of such 
studies have used subjects. with MAs of 60 or more months, exte~d­
ing upwards to college level students. Thus, little is Known of 
-the performance of the yo·unger MA (iess than 60 months) child, 
~ although _a configurational approach' would suggest tha,t ; .younger 
. . 
children would have relatively' les's difficulty with the suc~es-
~ 
si ve ·problem than woulCI the olde_r MA chil~. In the present 
. 
experiment·; the use of stimuli which differed in both c:;olo·ur 
and for~ sh~~ld h~ve .helped to reduce 'the difficuity of the 
-
successive problem for both the older· and y~unger MA child • 
..... 
The first hypothes-is was that older MA children would 
find~e successive probl~ more diffiouit to learn thah the 
. 
simultaneous ,proQlem, whereas younger MA retarded childre.n 
~auld demonstrate l .ess discrepancy in the rates. at which · .they 
learned the. two pro~lernsJ. If found, this would provide add-
itio.n_el support· for tlie evidence o.f n6n-comp9Jterit ·learning 
~xhibited by . the young MA subjects ·of Experiment I. ' To test 
• this 'prediction, Trials to Criterion and Errors to Criterion 
( 
data from the iir~t session only were examined. Due to ex~ 
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. an analysis -over all four sessions would be less sensitive. 
In'addition · to examining the relative difficulties en-
countered by the two age groups in learning the two types of 
discriminations, the problems were examined with respect to 
the learning of the 'form and colour co~ponents. To accomplish 
this, three types of test trials were presented in a random 
order. The first type were re-presentations of the original• 
(training) settings. · These served as a check on the original 
learning. THe form components were tested by making the 
, 
. 
colour component irrel~vant by .repi.acing it with a novel colour.' 
To test the learning · of colour componen~s, the 'Colours wi t1l 
the form component made _irrelevant were presenl:~d. Figure· 4 
illustrates the training ~nd testing 'phas_e., ·of Experiment 2. 
, . . . . I 
Non-component learners would be expected to do P,OOrly 
on the tests for form and colour. Hence the second hy~esis 
. . 
was that there would be little if any learning of the individual 
components by younger MA childre.n in either training coli.dition. 
(~ mentioned in the introductio~, some component lear~~n<3 
,. ' 
could occur in the youngex: children if ·c~rtain values of the -
form or colour dimensions were ·salient to the child~en.) 
. t 
Third, it was predicted that the older MA_ children in the 
.. 
Sird'Ul t.aneous condition. would 'demonstrate : mo~e. component lear~-
_ing than the young~r MA ~hildren would in· e~ther training . 
conditi?n· 
I I 
Fourth.,. it was predict~d tha.t . the older MA men-
J . 
. ' 
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62 
tally ~etarded children would exhibit poorer component learn-
ing in the successive condition than in the simultaneous 
condition, as the former problem requires that the child 
le~n t~e discrimination in a non-component manner • 
• 
Method 
Subje~ts Twenty mentally retard~ males, all of whom 
were residing in . the Dr. William F. Rob~rt • s ,Hospi yl-School, 
saint, John, N.B., Canada, particip~ted in th~ second Experi-
. ' 
ment. Eleven of the twelve boys from the fiTst experiment 
took part in the s~cond ~iment. The twelfth bey was un-
available for the second experimen~ as he had been discharsed 
from the Hospital-School. 
....... . 
Ten boys made up the Older MA supjects. Thair MAs 
ranged from 1f to ~08 months with a mean of 83.8 months. ·The 
. . ' 
10 Younger MA boys had MAs ranging from 36 to 60 months with 
a mean of 48.6 months. 'The Older and Younger MA groups were 
subdivided into the two experimental {Successive and Simulta-
neous) groups, resultiz:tg in five subjects in each condition·. 
.... 
Assignment to gr'oups was as rand6m as possible given the 
• 
. stipulations that 1) subj·ects ~ho - 'par.tici~ate~ in Experiment . 
I be devided as even·ly as possible arno'\lng the. four qroups, and 
~ .. -., 
.. l ~ 
2) that; the attempt be made to ffiCjtch gro~ps on . the 6h'sis of 
CA. 
Mean CAs, MAs, allld IQs for the groups are shown in 
Table' 6. Reiiable Stanford-Bf'net IQs and MAs .were not avail-
·.' ' t 
, .. .. 
. I 
· . . . , 
... 
, 
. -~-- '"':.-~ .... ---
,. ·: . ... :~:.',: ',d.-./··:>~:/.:::~; ~:-.·.:t< .· ..... ·. ... .· . ) 
.. 
Table 6 




Group .. CA MA IQ 
! . 
Young-Successive 164.8 50.2 33.·8 
(105-235) (45-54) (22-50) 
Y~ung-Simultaneous 151.4 ' 47.0 32.4 
(128-178) (~&:-60) (21-42) 
) 
Old-Successive 172 .• 2 86.·0 52 • .o· 
(151-194) (72-:-102) (4_4.;.57) 
Old-Simultaneous 171.0 . 81.6 52.2 
(154-178) . (72-~08) (45-69) 
Note. There were five subjects in each group. 
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able for three of the younger MA children, due to the limited 
verbal abilities of these children. In these cases, MAs for 
these children were obtained from recently administered Vine-
land Social Maturity Scales. IQs for these children were 
calculated using the formula: IQ = (MA/CA·) x 100. This for-
mula was also used to calculate IQs for those children tested 
with Alpern and Kimberlain's (1970) short form of the Stanford-
Binet Intelligence Scale for whom the Stanford-Binet•s Revised 
(1972) IQ Tables did not provide IQs due to e~tremes in CAs 
and MAs. 
Two-way (MA Group x Problem) analyses 'of variance were 
performed on the CAs, MAs, and IQs. The .results of these 
. analyses are given in _Table 7. The Younger MA and Older MA 
I 
subjeqts differed significantly for both MA and IQ. Differ~ 
.. . . , 
ences between subjects ' in the Simultaneous and_ Successive 
J 
co~ditions were non-significant. All of the groups were 
equivalent on the basis of CA. Although MA and IQ are con-
founded in differentiatin9 between the Younger MA and Older 
MA groups, the labels Younger MA and Older MA will be used 
for the sake of convenience. ~-
\ 
. Materials . The eight colour s and eight J;orms used in 




form-colour compounds. The eight compounds were · then randomly .. 
' ' 
paired to y.iteld four different:· ~timulu\/ sets, as shown in 
Table B. 
\ 
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Table 7 
Summary Tables from the 'l\7o-Hay (Age x Pro~lem) 
Analyses of Variance Performed on the CAs,, 

















72.2 0.55 0.527 
* 6195~2 · 47.61 0.000 
1 • 8 0. 0 1 0. 904 -
130.1 
I • 
266.5 0.24 . .0.628 
. . 
9ll.3 0. 86 . 0. 63() . 
186.1 0.18 0. 6'83 
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Table 8 
The Stimulus Sets Used in Experiment 2 
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Each of the stimulus compounds were drawn separately 
on 75 X 125 mm white index cards. The cards were laminated 
with clear plastic to pr,event wear and facilitate cleaning. 
The forms measured 35 X 35 mm with 1.,$ m.m ·thick black borders. 
They were each solidly ~oloured with their assigned colours. 
With the exception -·of differencea in co·lour and size, the 
forms were identical to those. emplo~ed in Experiment 1 (see 
App~ndix). 
The testing phase of the sessions require~ that each 
of the form components of the traip~ng compounds be presen~ed 
with colour irr~levant~ .Also, colour had to be ,presented 
. w.!th form irre;teviurt~- . ro~m-relevant, .c-olour-irrelevant ~timuli 
. .' . r" . . · . "· 
. were ·identical to the "testing stimuli with the exception t!oiat 
the form test-~temS were. all_ cc;lo.;,.ed th~ novel and ir;t~~ 
colour purPle. -~e ~~our-relevant, form-irrelevant stimuli 
were solidly· coloured ~ mm diameter circles. · 
... 
As · ~n· Experiment 1, presentation -orders and ~einforced 
' · 
stimult were balanced as much as possible. ,., 
Pro6edure Th~ experimental setting, criterion level, 
instfuctions, and .. reinforcement co~ting~ncies of E riment 2 
I 
were ide~tical.to ~ose of Ex~;riment 1. There :were only four , 
sessions for each Suaject in Experiment 2, one session for each 
stimulus set. A t:ota!l of·thir-ty -~est trials were administered 













trials were presented for each of the two settings of the 
original (training)stimuli and their form and colour com-
ponents (see Figure 4). Resp~nses to the original stimuli 
during the testing phase were)reinforced using the same 
contingencies present during the training phase. However, 
responses to any of the stimuli in the form and colour 
component tests were reinforced. 
As in the first experiment, sessions were held on 
successive days.. There were thre.e .. excepti.ons to this. One 
boy wa& unavailable for testing "for one day between his 
seco.nd and . third session~ ; ano_ther boy fdr ~J:le day ·betwe.en 
his .third and fourth. The th;i.rd boy was unavailable for two 
'days between his second and third sessions. 
Results and Discussion 
TriC!,ls and Errors to Criterio.n Two-way (Age x 
Problem) analyses of variance 'were performed on the Trials 
to Criterion (excluding the criterion run) and Errors to 
Criterion data obtained from the first problem administered 
to each child (see Table 9). In contrast to the first 
¥f • • 
experim.ent, unt.ransformed scm;es were used for these data as 
the skew was not excessive~ 
}'or both t:he Tr1-als ·to ' Criterion and Errors to 
Crit~riol) analyse's, the main· ef.fect of Probl em was signif~cant, 
F(l, 16) = 11.633 and 6.277 respectively, ~ L .. 05. ' M.ean 
- . ~ ' . . . 
~rials to .Criterion for tne Simultaneous and Successive 
; ., . . ' 
t 
.. 
. · : l 
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Table 9 
Summary Tables from the Two-Hay (Age x Problem) 
Analyses of Variance Performed on the Trials 
to Criterion and Errors to Criterion Data 
for the First Session Only, Expe~iment 2 
Source df HS F 
Trials to Criterion 
Problem (P) 1 2101.25 H.633 0 •. 004 
.. 
Age (A) 1 ·101.25 0.561 0.529 
P X A 1 2101.25 11.633 0.004 
Error . 16 180.63 
Errors·lto criterion 
r 1 145.80 6.277 0.023 
A 1 0 . 80 0.034 (\.849 
P X A 1 156.80 6.751 0.018 
Error 16 23.23 
} 





















Criterion were 3.8 and 9.2 respectively. The Age effect was 
non-significant. The Age x Problem interactions were signi-
ficant for both T~ials and Errors to Criterion, ~(1, 16) = 





were plotted i~ Fig~es 5 and 6 • 
.... -- .... - "".} 
As predicted, the Young MA children performed better_ 
on the Successive dis~rihdnation relative to the Simultaneous 
\ ' '- . . 
• ' 1 ' 
~ discrimination than did the Older MA children. In f~ct, the 
. 
. 
Younca MA childr~n Is 'performance on ' ·the two types of ·discrim-
inati~n was equivaien~-, ·.while the oide;r 'MA :childr~n took. ·about 
. ·' . . ' . ; 
• . ~ . • r . . . •. . . .. . . • . 
14 times as many· ~trl.als ar1d made about 10 t1.mes : a~ many. err?r~ . ,. 
in learning hte Success.i ve' · as 'opposed to the simultaneous . 
.. 
preblem. These findings indicate that the Younger MA children 
appear to be ~ing a configuratic:mal appr~ach when ~olving 
• 
discriminations involving relevant and redundant cues. 
, 
J 
An attempt was ma-de to analyze the Trials and Errcks 
to Criterion 'data across all four sessions. As in E~eriment 
~ 
1, Dunlap and Duffy's (1974) procedure was used in ~ -endeavor 
~0 minimize the mark~d skew but the data were too variable to 
. 
allow for a satisfactoty transformation.. The skew may have in 
-part ·bee~ _ due to the· improvement over sessions of the Older 
Successive ~~~P· ay the ·· final session they were ~le to learn 
- ~ ' . 
the discrimination i~t_t onl:y . 9. trials, while making a mean ·of only 
v 
two . errors~ _ Consequently, Age X -r,robl~m analyse~ we:re .. • . 
perf,ormed i.u:d~g sUb)ects·:~ · Jl\e~ Trials and inean Errors to 
-~' ' 
' ' :'• •,, 
. ' : · .· 
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Figure 5., }fean numbey; . of 'Triais . 'requir~ ·by e~ch ,group 
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Figu'l'e 6. lfean num~.~r of Erro.rs made,. by . each ·group . in "Experiment . 
2 ' 'prior to·. reaching criterion oti. the- first session·:-
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' 
Cri.terion across the four problems. A Y = x0 · 383 transform-
• n 
/ · ~tion was used for the Trials data, 
I 
while for Errors to 
\ . 
0 215 \ ' . Criterion, Y = X- • •. The overa~l 
--:, 
analysis was cqnsistent 
...~...--..... • .r> 
··with the analysis of the first se·ssion on1y. The ·h~uriger · 
l • ' ' ... • • \~ 
. . ~ ' ' 
MA children performed _a):.most· eqti.iva-J,eni$y .ron the Simultan~ous 
. . . . . ' ' . ' 
· ~d Sueces~ive _pro~lems while . t~e Q~d~r MA .chifdren found 
I - • . . ' • ' . , .' ' • • ' . • -- ......,_ 
. : .' . I 
the .Simultai'u:~ous . ·problem to. b~ easier than the ·Succ::essive 
Problel\._ .Ali;hough the main +fe~t o~ Problem and the Tlge x 
Problem interaction for ·'th·e overall an~ly.sis were not signi-
, ' 
fican't, ·(robability levels 'did f·a~l_ .be'i.cr 0.1~ for both. the 
\ ' Trials ~d ~trors to Criterion data. In contrast to the 
ianrlys~sf qf the first session, the overall Age effect was 
sfgnifi~t : for . bo.th the}.rials and Erro.rs to Criterion data, 
t · !:_.(l-,· .16~1 = ~-~·33 ··and 6.63 re~pectively, E. .4 .05. Averaged 
. over .th .. fou~· ~e.ssions, .the O~der group '·took 1!.-9 trials 
~ 
. and made ·'3_~ 3 :(error,S in •.meeting cri teridn for each S,:!SSion ,. 
while · tite·: · ~~unge~ ·MA ··child.re~:: av~aged 
.. • I . . . . • . ·. : . 27.6 Trials and 8.9 
. .  : 
· errors.: o, . ,: 
. ·· .. ' 
. . 1 -~ · .










. :~! ,. ~ · .• ' ' , ' . • .· se~~i~/:::1::.::~:£ .:::::rl7~~P4:::~dA:: ~:i:::ion x .·
: , ,, < :; ":7 : ' ~btained fi:om ~e t~s~ tri' ~; ' '1~ ~~~o levels of prot>~e~ ~ - .. ;. i ~:.: !j- ' .  ( ' " .. ·' ' : · .. \ ~~~ : ~e • sim~lt&.;e~uB 'i"'d s ucC~a~i ~e dr~ "!' illii, l)a tiO~ cO'ndi tl.bna ' . . I '
.. :.'.::'.:· .. ~>:: ::~ · ·. ·u ; : ~ .. .. ~ . >)li~~.:~tw?·: leve.l~ :· pf' .Age1 / tl,ie sectirid b~tw~"en sW:)jects ~~F;~~:e.·, ·:. '. ·,. , 
}:}:, .• _:.-· •. ::_:: .. ::: ··.·• :;· .. :_·:.· .. ·<.-.• : 
0 
, · ~ • ; . ' ' • ' : < ~:>. ' > / . 0 ' • " : . ;.; ; : ' ' 
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were Young MA and Old MA. The three Dimension levels were 
Original (~.e. the training co;round), and the Colour and 
Form components. There were ~our levels of Session. For 
' ' \ 
. .. 
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each Combination of Dimension anq Session, a subject received 
tJ' ~ 10 test tr,ials. and his score was the number. of correct (com-
.P~ment) resp~:mses m¥.~·~ The. results_ ~.f the ·four-way. analysis 
. ., . . . . 
.. of variance are .. pp~se.nteB in Tab~e 10. 
Two of the interactions,, ~ge x D,ime~sion x Session, and 
I I 
Problem x Session, reached signifit::ance •. An inspection of the 
I 
cell means upon which the former interaction was ~ased revealed 
no obvious trends {see Table 11) .. The· Problem .x Session inter-
' 
action, plotted in .F~gure 7, indicated an improvement over 
~ ~ 





















.· : ~·." 
~d partial recovery of performance _on tlle third ·and fourth 
. . . 
s~ssions Qf th,e Simult1ineo~ probl.em. are unknown. 
• . · to 
. l _l . 
The mai.n ·effect of p~oblem· .was significant·.; there 
-was i!l mean of''7. 61 correct tesp<:>n:~·~s to th~ ... co.mpc)_"'-·ds anq 
components of. ·the' Si.muitaneous .. pt'Ob~em . and. ·~ average of 
_.;. ... . . ' ... . . ' .. ' • .. . : : . 
.. 6:46 colE_rect r _esponses. to ~~·- success~ve dis.crimin.~~ion, 
~(_1, :l6) ~ 5.47~>, ~ .=· .1-.31) : ' ~~·- ma:in"" ef.f~~t - ~/-.ni-~~si~~ 
_. _ :~~.:,\· >-~ waii_ highJ.¥:·· sign.ific~t: · .~(~ -,2~)·~~ ~~:.i~~  ~-_ . : :~~>~)::·~·b:i:: . :· ~ ex-
. , • . . . I , • ... . .__. .... - -·· . . . ' ·. , , : .... . ·• '·· • . . ·~ • ; -
. . . r .. . .. . amination of ·the means -·shoWed averages' of: 8 .. ·32-, 6.61, .and 
: ·. ::. :1 
·.: · .. 
\.· ~ _1 , .· ~.l/~o~~e9~. ;;e~P,on.s·~-~ t;~ ,the ·_o·rf4~n·~:->~PJit~~d) · , ;q~~ · ~d 
·: :} .~ •. ~olour ~~S~ r~spi!.ct;,~e.ly •. ~ fo11C.. 'up ;~in9 f;~~~f~'s • ' . . · ~ :·· 
·,.. ._ ··-:_. '; . :.I . ... ;/, :. .. .. _: _. . . _1. ~. ' . '• .• · .. : ,; • .. · .. : ···~·- · ·.:,._:. :- ' • 
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··. ·,· 
'!'able 10 
Summary ~able ~rom the Four-lla.y (Problem x Age x 
Dimension x Session) Analysis of Variance of-
the Test Trial Data, Exp~riment 2 
_Sotirce / . df us F 
· P.roblem (P) ··o.·o3I ~ 5.47 
' 
.. 
- Ag~ (A) 






. . ~ 
40.02 
~-3 ·.07 ' 0.90 
14.49 I . ., ' 
/ Dimension. (D) -2 102.00 . . 29.20 . * 0.000 
P .x . D 
A: x .D 
·' PxAxD · 
• I 
· Session (S) . 
- P x s·. 
A. x· .s 









0.49 0.14 . 0.8·70 
8,55 2.45 0.101 
2.80 . 0.80 
3.49· .... _· ' I ,. ' 
' • 
·-11.30 . ' 0.53 0._665 :' 
.·· . . :· ·J 
5.13' 0 ; 004 ;. 
. , 
. ~ . . .. 
o·~'89 - o.37 . : o ~1.a~ ·-_' ··, 
3.oa . · .. 1.26 · : .. ri-::J;_. ··. 
. . . ';. , . . ' - :~. ·. . ' . 
. ~ ' . 
... -
.. . ,·:.:· ' · . . 48 . ··.--: 2.43 
' -
· .. 
.· .. ··, . 
Error · 
.-- ·n x::_.s · . . _; :: ·.·:-: ·.6~- . - . _ 3__.~_24 ·:- . >1~-~~ ·. ~--;_ : -,.~:~;2~, _ -- /, ·-.;-~: 
• ~ ::·· ~ • ' . ~- 1 . . . .• ', :'; • ' 
:p·-x n x -s . : .. 6 1.6J , ·.:·. -- 0~70 .:· .. ·o.6S3 . : -;:·::· .. .- ·. · 
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.. 
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: 
.. 
. :. : . . 
\ .. .... . 
• ~-.. ' . • ... •' ,1 .. • •• k., '- ~~-- · 
·.;A \ ~ x ~ .. . ,·: . :~ ,,. ; .. 5,Jj :" 2.54 ·;· 0.025 ·. > '; ·•. • , 
· ' _.p· x ·· Ax :D x S · .. ·::· 6 ·:. · · I-.5.2 0.65 0.~_6,93 
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Cell Ueans of the Age x Dimen~ion x Sessio~· Iitte~ 
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multiple comparison test indicated- that performance on the 
Original test trials differed significantly from that of the 
2 Perm and Colour tests, ~ {2, · 32) = 52.28 and 33.05_ respect-
i vely, 12 L. • 01: An inspection of Figure ~ indicated that 
..J 
. . ' . . ... , 
there was . a . tendency .for the . Form 9o~ponents. _to be .better 
- . . . ' 
l~?rned than the Colour components. ln contrast:, to .. Exp,e:rime~t 
. . .. . 
I ·, this was not foUnd - to be slgnifican:t,· ·possibly -b~c~use the 
; . ' ' .. . ' ' . ' ' . . . . . 
component .learning of all but· ~he Older MA g_r:oup in . the 
. 1 
Simultaneous condition was so poor. 
Cell. means for the four groups on the .three types · of : 
test trials are plotted -in F~g~re 8. An inspecti?n 9,£ this 
grap' indicated that the performances for all group~ on the 
test trial prese~tat~~n:; 9~ ~e. Original (compound) sti.muli 
were. w~+l iiliove chan On_ly the- Older MA subje_cts 
in the. 'simultaneous _c~- ition. showed -any appreciable amount 
.. . . . 
of · learning .on the 
. . .. - ·. 
l ·. · - . . . 
fer tests. _The · near floor.- J;evel 
... w ~· -
performa.nces of tfj!~~~::l;ning three~ groups;.· p~·us · the·. vari-
• • • ' ' • • , -J • • ' . '• • • 
ability · i:i1' ~e.11 . means prqbab.l·y' a~~o'uri't1; . -f~:Yr the ~on..:..signi~ 
fi'c~nc~ ~f the Ag~ ~ ~~oblem ·~· .Di~n·si~n- :·iri~~~a~~io~; _F(2·, _ 3'i> := 
/ . \ . . 
o.s_o ·3~, . ~ = .s3!L ._·. ·f ·:·- ,. .'· >:.·· . . :-_ :,. _. 
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11_ean number of cox:rec.t responses made ·to · the Ori~inal, 
.eoiour, ·and Form. tests by ·each·tef the. fotir 8roups .. in' ·. 
·r.xperilttent- 2. (Note that po!rtts abovl:! .the ' 5 + fa-' line 
·:. 
. . ' ' . . ' . . ._, ~ . . . . . . . . . 
are signific.antly diff.eren~· from chance · le"el, ·which 
is: ·a mean· scor~ -of 5.) . .· ' . . -~ ~ 
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80 
.for these tests~ cons is tent with expectations, -the Young~r 
MA s ·uccessive and Simultaneous groups did not differ signi-
ficantly on the transfe~ tests, where they performed at near 
· chance level$. The Yo~nger MA ·subjects (collapsed-ac·r ·oss the 
' : l • .:. • • ' 
·.$imul,.taneous and Succ~ssive problel;tls) performed sign-ificantly . 
.· . . • . . . ' t' . 
poorer th~~-tbe Old·e~ ·:MA · group in t.h·e Simultaneous condi tion, 
. ' ' ' .. . 
... 
,!:(13) l= 2:: ~98_ , · _ £ ..!. ,.os. Thes.~ ~indin'gs :l:s_upportea the second 
. . .. ' . . ; . ' . .~ ' ' . . .. . . 
. ·.and third hypotheses- by indicating that."regardless of the 
'.·.· • ·• ' . ! • 
problem-type, c~rnponent learning by 'the Younger MA children 
"' 
was poor, and. inferior to tha:t of the Older MA g.roup in the 
~ '. 
... S.:i,mul taneous co~di tion. 
. . 
. 'J.!he .vburth hypothe~is . ~redict;~d · that the Older MA chii dren 
in the Successive condition would learn less about the components 
; ... . : . . , . . . • . 
.-which Inc:tde .up_ the stim~li. than would the Older · MA children~n " 













l . '~) 
I • 
I the Sirnult·~~owi c9ndi:tion, ·:_:as ·:fhe '~f~ccessiv:e pr9b.le~ . torces ! · .... 
· the c~ild . ~~ - ~1~~-~n . the . pr~-~l·e~·_::i~ : ~:::~~ri~co .. mpon-~nt --~~~~;~:··support · . 1 . 
'• 0 .' ~ ~ > 0 0 \ • ~· ,' : : l• , :, 0 1 '1 ..-v > • • : , : 0 0 0 ~, .. • l g.' 
for this . hypo~esis ·~as . -.. ;qund· -in the:· significant difteren.ce· ·be- .. · 
:,.. . . . ' - ~ .:........ .... . .. . ' : :: . .. ' . . : ' :· · .. _· ··. .: .' . . .-· . . ... 
. · tw~,en . these groups. on the ~ra~s fer ·tas~s,: ~(a)· = 2_:·..3·6 :, 2 4 · . 0? ~ · · 
,, I' ~ · • ·:~·.:,~: ~ ' ' •• ' ' ' • .4.,'.· , .•··.·. - ~ · • · · ~ · . · ' . • . · .I ' ..... ' .· • . ~ . ~ • ~· ,: . ' , . : ' , " . 
· · ·. · .· :. ··. The ·poor eornponent learm.,:qg .. ·exlub3: ted . by ' the Older;· MA· group. ~n · .. · 
.. : _·. ' _, _.. . . .· .· . '.: .·:·.· :'.:. _ _ .··-~··:· :·: . · . · ' . · -. ~ . :: . . .. ~-~ · . . , · 
,·_ - 'the su.ccessive'>condition· nicely,·.demonstrates · .th.at '.'·little: compOnent . . 
: • : •• 0 .., • • .. • • • :· · , •• , · ,. .. . • • : ~ • • : , : .. ' ' . • • • • • • , . .. • 
I / , 
: .·. ·. le'arrii~g . may be ··shown by ch:i'ldren -w.hen 'confi gurations are use·d · i!o 
. .. ·. . . .,' : : . . •···. " . . . ' '· ' :. -~ . :_, . .' ·.. . . '. . .. ·, . . . ; . .. 
'.' · . ·: solve 'disc.rilninatior}s '~ -whether'-.. this<is ',by:· choi¢e:; .·or in th~: cas'e 




-:, :·;;. ~f ·tile : o~de~ ·MA . ·; grou~ . ~n the_. ~ucces~l.YE!_ .' c;:e>,ndl.~l.On t · ~y :~e~e~s:L~Y . ;·:-
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Conclusions and . Implicatio~s 
The results of both experiments have indicated that 
'· 
¥ounge~ MA (range 36 t,p 60 months')~ntally ret;arded. ~ldren 
. . 
are l~ss l.ikely to .employ a: co~ponent ~pproach to .solving_ dis-
1 . ' ~ 
crimination problems -~~ are older MA . (range 72-108 months) 
re_~?rded "chi;dr~_P· .. II\~: add~t.io~, . ·t:J:l.S · fipdings · Q~ b'oth e]cperi-
.: t\J • 1 • ~ ' ;/:' I' ¥ .. • '•~ • • • ' • 
· men,ts:, wou~d tend not· ;cto support a" compound :learning hypothesis. 
' .. "~ 
Th~ compound learning approach sugges.ts that younger. MA children 
~ 0 
:1 ' .. 
. solve discriminations ·by attending to the stimulus as a whole 
!,• ' • 
' ~ather than by giving a~tent!on to the . individuc;ti components 
which make · up the stimulus·. . Had th~oWlger MA. ch_ildren· in 
Exp~riment ._1 l~ar.ned the reinf9rced stimulus. as a com~\lild 
. . . 
during · the training phase 1 . th,en- they should have con-tinued to 
.1 ,• ' I ' ' 
~esp~nd to '!?he _compoUnd when -it was ·presented in the novel 
position .during the. ·tes.ting: phase, as the compound itself .-had 
·• I ' ' ' ' ' • ol • ' 
. . . . . 
not c;hange·d. · This was not the case ·and( so 't:he arguement for 
. . . 
configur51tiona:l lea~irtg ~as :·.supported. In Experiment 2, 
f. . . ' . ' · ' . . ' '· . ~ . . : · 
'l'·: . ' ~ . . :. . . . ' ' : ...•. ' . .. ' : . . . . ~ . ·, ' . ·. . ~ ' . • ,. 
... 
~ t \ora.~ - pass ble·. to learn. tl:ie ''.SJ..rrtul tan eo us . prob,J..ems , USJ..ng corn-
' . pund sol:u~i·~~ . t~ .the succe~sl.~e proble~ wer~ . ·" ,. 
• • , J • 





'"' ' ·. . . ' .,._ ' . ' . . 
' ' ~ ' ' I · , , ' :: I • , ;. ' • o • .... ' .', ' o ' , < :}- ' \ 
u~ing ~?mp_ounds_, .. ·~e~,. _'fi~_e<:~h.e -ic~~p~~e~t ~earn,;-, f~s.t~~ l~arll,"!', _ ·.. . \. 
\ ' ' : I ' ' ·' • ' ' : ' ..... .... . . : • • .:.. '• ' • : • , ' •, !• :' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' • ' · . : • • t . I ' :• 1' I I " f· • ' 
.. - ~-'t ~~ ·< - ing:··.~fuld- b~,::~7-f~~4?·i,~ .-~.e> ':~~~~~t~~-~~us' ;:~~~i~~~~~·~.~.;. ·~~ ·~ ::e. .. >.·::· ~ . - ~:f. 
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.. . .. i '· . · ·_ : ·_: .. :::·J-:" .· ... :·.·-. ...,- .·-.. · .. ·.· . ;:. ~ = · .. __ :·}-, .. ~ :.· - ) _-~ .::. · _.-- . --- ; - ~ : ·: .. _: -_.._ · . .. :_~· - .. · .-:~ · : : .. ; . . ·. ~~: - ~ - · 
·:< ! . . · : ~- · 1.:. le~:tn':~· (~d.· ~e~:·~cq~QI\~n·~ ~-:~ea:.rne~_~o.~~~ · -~.ave_ ,~o · ~-~ar_n ~~~~5':· ~!·: ..... · _-: .. · · .. :r:.· 
• • • • - • ' • - ' · - • • · , - • •• • • • --. · • • • ,. t -. .. • • • ' : . • • • .. . ' . . .. • • ' ' • . ; - - · . • • • 
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-., . · : ' • o • ' ' ' o ' ' ' ' .. ' ' ,' i I' ; •,.._,' ' ' ' I I.~ ' i ' •' • • ~ ,• ' ' I ~ l o i " ' • • 1 , .- o • ' 0 I I 
·,. : . ·· · ~ ... · .. : .. · ·: ·: ... ::o~_ge~. ·-·~: chi ~pr_~ri ~i'Ji. '.the _;sfmili tan.~qus ~~-· f:f~cc~!=l~-~y~· ..• cp~dj. tic;>~s . . . : ·. -: .-·,; . 
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82 
learned at the same rate, thus supporting the configurational 
hypothesis. This allow:s for a reinterpre-t-ation of findings of 
compound learning in terms of configurational learning. The 
Barnes' ( ~9.78) study described . earlier provi(les a c~nvenient 
example. . Barnes; ~<;>rnpound .probleiJt required th~ learning of 
two different compoUnds, each of which was 'presented in two 
'. ' - . ' . . . . .· ' . . . . ·. , ' . 
differen·t ··. ~trangernents. · Alternatively, in the light .of th~ 
• present f·i~~~I\gS, this \problem ma·y have been solved by the 
learning of the four configurations. Conf~gurational learners, 
like Barnef?' yo\lnger MA (5 years.) subjects, ·would a'lso find· the 
r , 
component problem difficult to sqlve using their pr~;ferred 
S"t;.rategy (COnfiguratiOnS) 1 and WOUld thUS ShOW better lea~' ning 
for the ••compound" problems. (The ?omponent problem .would ·be 
' ' 
diffic~lt to 1.ea.rn ·by configurations since the use of ten 
"irrelevant" colours plus the two ._positional settings of the 
. . -. ' . 
relevant form compo~ents . combine to produce a to·tal of ~ehty 
• ' a ~ ... • ' ' ' 
.• 
,di.ft:e'-rent configurations.} 
. . . - ' 
,· 
Instead of. attempting: to · inte~pret . compound learning · in 
. ~ . w . . . 
t~r~_. o:e · configur~tional ,learJ1il)g, :it. may be rnore . ~eievant to 
. . . ,.. ' . . · . ' . . .. . . . , ' .··. : 








-:t : view compound. 'learni~g a,S. a tra~$·i·tional .st~ge ·betwe.en: the. very ·. · ... 
. d .. ; . :·. ·~ · ~~~~-~ .-1~~rn~n~.' ·~n~oived in -~~~figur~t~~n~ ·an~- th~ :m9~~ ~~:tr~c~ :: · ~ . 
·. 1 . l • • • •• • • • I . . ' 1 . · . : :: • :_. • • I:·· 
-' ··i · ' : · 0 . ; J,.eal','Jli'~-; .found .-fn . ~mpo~ents. · Oev:elopmentally~~ ~ · tJ?.e .~ <*il,~ :i,n . · . . I 
: ~·:·! .:·· ·' .  ~ : · · · · .•. -~h~}~~~fi:~~~.~~i~~ai ... ~tag~ ·-.~~.: ·a·~va~ce t .o· ·c~~~~;~· · hy ~ban~o~-i· f , 
.. . ,, ' ' ;: .:"·, ~: . :· ·' ·''-'.,.· .. ·: .· · . .'':' .·.:· ..... \ . · . ·":" .:· ·:. ,:., ... i··:' ' ' ·.' ' ... . :-: .: ·· .. : ... ,: ... :.·:··: .' .< .. '.: ·. ~. ·. :·.· l 
·;::: ·>' .~ :.:;·:. ~~.-. > ·· . · ~ in~:_?~.~~ ... : ~7,:t~~-17~~9.~·:~ ~o·: : ~: ~;~-~~:~~.a:~::·~, fe:.~~~.~·s : ~~{l:~.~:~et;~~illg:··~{:s · ... .· ·l· .·:: ··.: 
. }· . :'· ... ~ocus pn; the. 'stimulus ·. ~~.::·a .w~Qle,~·, . ·:.s~sequ~h~_ly.~· .· J?y, · :le?t~ing. 
·.· ·.I'.· . .- .. _- ..... . <':<· -. . ·.:.tc(~f·~~,~~#.~ia.t;~ . ~-~::"co~~o:~~ri~{:.~~·.f ··the - ~b~po·u~d:- ~timu1i, -~e· · I 
: · . · .. t·: .. ~ ·;;: . .... ·.~·:: _  · ·<~< . :.::l'.~: i-. ·~ :.:.·:· :: : _:' .. :<··· ·.· ..... < ··:·'/' , . . · ' . · :', ., ' . ' ·. · ' 1 . • ' .. ~ r ' : I . ' ..: . :' . . :cllild ~y inDY" :. o'n ~,o COI!IJ?Onent learni ng'. . . . : . . . . . : ' . ; : . :· 
\ 
. . ' ·. ~ . .. 
. . . ~. 
.. , ' 
· .·1 '. 
. ' . ·~ . ·~·t . 
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In the studies described early in the introduction, 
young ~~ normal and developmentally handicapped children were 
found to learn fewer. of the components which. made up the · stim-
ulus complex than . did older MA children, e·ven though bo~ age 
q ~ -groups did learn to respon<;l to the complex.1i._ The ·pr~s·ent ex- ., 
\ 
perimemts. ~ave found that younger MA ~entaily retarded children 
···.: ' . • ' . 
tend to · S()lve ·discririrl.nation .. pro]:)lerns by u.sing ccinfig~rations~ 
.. 
By learn.ing redundant_ ·cue dis·cr.imination problemS in a con-
figurational manne:t; ~ · the child's a,ttentiori is ~ot ··£ocused on 
the individual components of the stimulus" complex, and so 
learning of components is poor. As di'scussed previo?slY, sot:ne 
component . learning does appear. to occur, but this .s·e.ems a.irrq. ted 
.. 
to dimensions" or cues which are especially . ~alient to the child. 
iJ'he corifQi:inding ~£ IQ and .MA .in differeritiatit}g the 
. ' 
.Younger and : Older' wi· :childre,n . i_J) ::.the .- ·ptesent experiments. may 
·- . . : ' . . ~ . ~. . . . . . ~ .' ~ . . . . ; .' . . . . . . . 
. limit the _generali:~'abili ~y o( the fin'dings, although this con-
• • r · : ' - , : 
- ··founding was also noted in mart.y :of: th~ studies described . in ·th~ 
·--' 
introduction. Two of· the studies, however, , would· suggest that · 
.. ' 
IQ .~sa. less important va;-.iable -than··MA (Ei.mas, ~969;· :Schover I . ; 
' ... : .· .j f'._ . • ' J . • • .:~ 
._ & Newso~, · 1976)'. • . : Ei~s (1969) foJ.llld that youngf?r (CA s. 4 year!·) · 
non-ret~~ded · ~h-i-ldr~n . r~sp·~~d~·~ ·1:~ ·· f~wer cu~s than cjid ~lder. . 
I ·: ' ' .. • I ' .. : • • ' • • < ~.·, • ,.: • ... > ' . :::: ~ .' • • ; • • f ~ ' ~ ·, ; ; ., .. o ' ~ • ,' • • ' ~-~ 
(CA ~ ~ s y~a~s) . non-retard~d· .9hildren·, . ~ltho~gh ··.thE!s~-- ¢hil:~e~ . 
had · e~~ivalel1t ;•:to·s· •. . In .the ·-~,cho~e~~~d . N~~~-om~.-H:976)', study., .. ~ . 
















. · · : · ... · .-\ ·. ~ • , · · ·• · . ·. ·. :· · : ._.·;_ ·.r~::. · · · ... .. · ...  ·. : :· · · 1 .' • ..... : 
~~se -~qtis·t±c :.<r.o._~~P-:-,7~~ -~~ -~ormal chil~ren: · ~~,Q - ~~7~·l5f} · :, ., . 
1
: 
: .. . ,.. _ ·--/.·b~ii4+~'~ · ~~oj~d _:~~~ ~i£~~~-~-~s- :.in . ~e · _d~gr~~ ·b·i_-~---~ompo;~~~:-: "ie~~;~ . . . j ..
' . ... , , · . . :·.· ~ :.! .. . : · ·:> ~·,.'· :'' · .. ' ~:~ .. - ··.· ·:~· ·· .. ~: ·. . ..: . ··- ~- l ~· ' •• .. ~ : · • • • • • • • • : - . .. ;. • • . , • . · •' ! 
. .... :\;_;-:,_.'.':·:··.:> · ·:_.: : ..: ~ hg ::,.they .. - exh:i})i,:~-~~·· · - ;~~-~;' ~ifferen~~s .in~: M,lur;·~ · b,lit: ~<?.t ·_ro.s, ~-.. · .. . ~-":-: I · · .. 
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84 
appear to lead to diffe~ences in "overselectivity". 
The findings of the present experiments help to explain 
some of the 'problems yo1lng· ·MA mentally retard.ed children .ex-
_perience in _learning •. Poor generalization would 'be expected 
. . ' . . . 
a parti"c1-}lar . arr'ang~me~t . or a:t:rangements .of . the . :s tim\.iii:~ . 
. . ' ' . '. . . '.. . . . ' ' . ....... . ' . 
'This 
' 'difficul-ty may b~ enhanced· by,. ~he' miture o·f .t:he. stimuli. For ·. ·.: ·.-• · ,I 
exa~p+e-, . trai~i"i.1g colo~rs :is 1mpo~sible with.ou.t a form dimen-: 
sion of some type. If a particular form "is taken by a child 
to be a part of the configuration, 'then the learning· 'C?_f .. a 
, 
colour would in fact·.be the learning of a £orm..:.colour· com.:. · .... _ 
bina:'tion: · · This ·would suggest· th'at speci~l _ steps be ·taken to··:.· 
, . . . . . . . . . . . . -
teach· ·a ·particular ~timuius .(~.g. - - the .. _colour. red) to a child ·.· 
~ho ·prefers: to ·learn by using c;:onfig~atiorls. ' These st~ps~ .. ·. 
. ~. ', . . .. . . ·. . . : ' 
. . ·.·· 
. /' :. : ~ 
:woul~- :involve constantly changi_ng ... a.li '•the ii·re.levan.t dimansions 
· as.~ociated, with the s'timUli (e·. ·g~.:: form; . si~~~ 
. . ' . . . . . . •. . : . ·. . ··~ . 
constantly changing_ the colour 'f·rom'·_ ~h-i.ch red 
. . • . ·. 
is being .: cirs-:- . 








. .. I 
,. 
' ! . 
criminated. Thus, by· atteritpt.in.9 · to .. et-1riii~ate a1;1 __ th~- ~~riM. ti.~~~: ~-
. ,. .. ."'~- ..... . .. ~ • . . ·. .: . . . ' • ·. . • . . . . . . '•. .. . ·. •t. ... ''· . . 
, under wh;i.ch ·c6nfigu~aticinal · .learnifig- : c~n··· o_ccuF.• ~he chi'ld . ~q-uld · ' . . , . 
be .·forced to l~arn _by attendin~- ~o -· ··i:he .. ~es~;red: ~o~ne~-~~.>~ .. -~ -~-~- . ·:· .. . ' .. 
. ', • • • • • '· : • ' ' ' f ' " ' •" • I ::-. ~ I • • :. • ::- ,• "\• ·~ • • • : • • • • ' • : , , 




__ 7~ 9)· The:· com~nent px:obiems·· u·~-ed. by:. ~arne~ c{g7a) and. House :·-·.· . . : ·. 
-.-" \. pr~vide_·,·a ~oo~ -~~ample ~£ - a :·.p~&~-ed_~~~\.· .which ~~il _ :~_·:·~-~--_·: .· :·. ·:_:::_- - _:~. -::·.: -, __ : ··.-:· ·_:: _  ;.
1
;::. ._·_ 
, : r • ~ ·,,I . i . , ~ ~ ' ' • . • '• • ' ' 
·us~d to -. f~c~s . a · ,ch1.~.~· s att~~tJ.on - on comp~n~ll-ts ·rather than.-~. ; · :. ··.-··:_.: ;::. l :·::r 
: ... > eomp'o~ds';or : conf.tgurat,i,ons • .. : .. _ .· ' " .. '· . .. ~ . 
• • . ', t' . ' .. . :'. . ,; ' .. ·. • • ; . . ' • " • ' ' . ' :: ; · ·~ '· : ·...: •• ·, • .. • . 
• .. • : • • •• • • • • • ~ ,"' • • • • '; •• ·;._ . • • • .. • • • j : 
· .'·:·· .. i_-· ·.:· · .. · -. · .... The _su9gesti.on-:to · V~o/ ~ha:t· ar~ ob~c:>\iir:~i :P?.t_ent~ally-./-~ .•. .' ... 
. )-_:::-:.. --~ . <:.: ·.- ·r¢1~;.~t_ ~~~ilh~~:.: (i~~-~ .:~~rayt~~i~~:i~s.-:-.b~;-~~:_: ·i~~~tii~g ... stimd_:{{:::_ ·_ .: .. ·--~~. , 
1
·:· . . 
. . .-':-., i . --=---·· . : .. _. __ · .. <<. . . . . > • • • • • . · : • ·;, - ;-: ' . ··:_ . •• ~~-- ; . : •• ·:. ~ _: •• • ---- ~ :> ·.-· .. ,. ,::_· .. -, ·. -:··:-:: \; ·i : .. : ·::::-' .::· ~- ,(:_{· .... ~ :. : ;:_:f, ..  : 






, o£. a. particui.ar c-qe. or- cues : cou~_d . be ·ext:ended .to incl_ude 
_. characteristic.s· of· the ·tra~ning, setti.ng . i:ts,elf~ : ~·~Qr. ex.amp~e, .. •: 
the. -6~erall ~bnf~gUra~~~.; e:~t.~li.~i\e~ .. -~y :· -~· ~hii:~·. · cO'uf~ '.in~lu~~·· .. '·, ... .. ;; > .. 
~·· ' ,' ··.,:<. : :·.' ' ; ... , .. , , '~ •• .:· , ' ' ' ' ',', ' o o I ' ·, .. ,1·,~ ol ' , , ·,,\, , • ,' • : ' :· •' : , : · , , , \ · ;:. \ • . :':': : o o 
~·uch · 'il;lCid~n'tcit.l · ··(;::hara~eristic~ aS· the .. t~l~. )~s~q-.: .. iri tr;1i.nin9!,_· · · 
, "' 0 o • • ; 0 , ' 0 < ' 
0 0 
0 :: • ,', ~00 0 0~ :.' <0 • 0 ~ 0 0 0 , '• ,• ~ 0 • 0 ;, 0 I 0 ,~ ~ ' 0 1 , 0 0 0 ' 0 ' 1• • : ,, O I 0 
·tlie :room( ligl:lting_, ·.t:~~Cher·~· -~t:o~ .- -s··~nci~~~ ·:~ci::·~.o~~e'i . (i9·7.s). .~ .. .. · ..;.:·::: · · 
• ' ' ~ ' • ' I' : ' • ' • '<' ' • ,,, '•• • ';.:, I ' ' , • • : • '•, ; ' ' ' ' ' :: • ' ~ • ' \ ~ ' • • ' ._ 
· hav~·~ · f~~d · t.h~t .:£or · s~~~ - auti~t'i.C' · ~hiid~~n·r' sucil · ch~~·aot~rist'ic:~ . , ... :: .. . · 
4 . ,. 
'·.' ' · 
~ ... 
. . : r .; - ~- • . . ·. ·>.'Jil:f: , ·. :-· .. _· ·" · : , ;,.· : , ,, J • 
.do. became :impot.tan~.· p·art~ .. o~ .til.e ~-timui·us ', .arid general~~at~on 
~: l . 
, •i. 
.. . 
i' ;.,. . . . . : . ~· ' 








: \ . ,. ·• . ·:.:"' . ' \... ; . ... ..  . . . . . . ·.. "' :\ ~ 
. ;_, . 
i:S ._poor _ in their .abse~c~~. : ThUs, conti~uo.~ly .· al,.t~rl~g the :. · 
\ • • .... .... ~ \ ' •• • • ' t" ( env~ronment during: training .as . well- as.>t:he ·~r:i-$ie~ant ·stimul:us·'. 
t ' r J ' ' : ' , • ' ',. ~ ' . ' 
clia:ttei:eri~tida . <may ie~a· . to: better ·.·.t~~ns f~r . ~f i~a~~g :·i.JJ: ~ .. ~~ 
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